BREEDER SHIPS 01

by Cazna

Please read the story Breeder World for the recent history affecting the world and to gain an understanding of the current society.

DREAM PRINCESS
World Cruise Lines (WCL) has the biggest fleet of breeder cruise ships in operation and the highest percentage of ships as breeder ships of any cruise line as they operate half the breeder cruise ships afloat; most cruise lines have only one or two breeder ships in a fleet of twenty or more cruise ships. WCL has thirty-two cruise ships in operation; twenty are normal holiday cruise ships and twelve are breeder ships. The breeder ships are similar to holiday cruise ships but bookings are restricted to breeder males and for a minimum of four weeks per cruise. The fees are higher and the ships have large dormitories of breeding females with the relevant extra services. Services and accommodations on the cruise ships are based on the six universal grades, A (ultra luxury class) to F (tourist class). The ships have boutique shops, pools, gyms, and a large range of entertainment facilities for the passengers and crew. Ships pick up and drop off passengers every week at set ports. WCL provides transport to or from a breeder's home city so people can sail away from home port and fly back or fly out and sail back. The ships circle the world, taking a year for each world wide cruise. A four week cruise is called a Sector and the world wide cruise is known as the Full Circle or Circle.

Like all such operations, each ship has its clients that say it's the best ship afloat. Many passengers switch ships on each trip, while others stay with a favourite ship for most of or all of their trips after they find that ship.

The very latest of the WCL breeder ships is the Dream Princess; only five years old with larger cabins with all rooms 10% bigger than other cruise ships and more recreational facilities than any other ship afloat. She spends nearly all her time at sea cruising the world, docking in port once a week for passengers and consumables. Like all cruise ships, after completing five years service and before completing six years service she has to under go a major refit and service that usually takes three to four months in the dock. She's just out of her first dockyard servicing. WCL is known for its quality of service and client focus. The Dream Princess is now the premier breeder cruise ship for WCL so it's no accident she has a reputation of having the best crew and services. Because of all this the passengers don't mind paying 10% more to sail on her as the facilities and service standards are almost the same as the next higher standard on any other ship, and not quite the same price as going up a grade there.

Dream Princess, called The Dream by regulars, has a higher percentage of regular return passengers than most ships. Especially in the lower grade accommodations where the better facilities and standards are more noticeable.


ALL ABOARD
Monday morning and Lane Host is boarding Dream Princess for his twice yearly cruise of four weeks, except it's been nine months since his last cruise. He sailed in the Dream on her first cruise and every six months since. He had to miss his last scheduled cruise as she was in the dockyard for a major service and refit. This is her first cruise since servicing. Because he's out of his normal six monthly cruise cycle he wasn't able to get his usual 'E' class room, all the 'E' class rooms are booked by regulars. In order to be in the first of the new series of cruises he's paying extra to sail 'D' class, upgrading one level. He can easily afford better but prefers to be amongst the lower deck people. Being very familiar with the ship and its crew he's greeted by all the long term staff as he makes his own way to his cabin.

Lane is a forty-two year old successful businessman, however he doesn't splash his marks around. Most people call him Lane or Mr. Host. His full name is Evelane James Host-Wright; only his close business associates call him EJ, and only those intent on suicide call him Eve or Evelane. He doesn't cut an imposing figure as he's of average height, solid build, light hair, blue eyes - he looks extremely ordinary. However he's far from ordinary, he's Registered Breeder MA489765, the most virile male breeder alive. Every child he's sired is fertile, every breedable female he's had sex with becomes pregnant in only a few sexual encounters and none have had a miscarriage. But, most importantly, 90% of his children are male, the next closest such breeder has a 30% male offspring rate and a 60% fertility rate. The World Council doesn't publicise breeder's names, but they do provide records of successful breeders by their breeder registration numbers. He keeps himself fit with a good exercise regime, is a registered martial artist who competed at the highest levels in his younger days and an Olympic Gold Medal Pistol Champion - not someone to casually pick a fight with and expect to win.

Male breeders are required to keep up an average of one hundred and twenty pregnancies per annum, sixty every six months. Most do this via six monthly holiday visits to breeder farms or breeder ships. To keep up his rate, Lane had to visit a local farm for four weeks. Breeders can exceed the minimum rate in a period, but they can't 'bank' extras from one period to the next. He's glad to be back on board The Dream, and he's heard that they have a whole new group of girls on their first breeding cruise. Maybe, this time, he can find a few girls he really likes and he can train them to his own preferences from the start.

Having placed his luggage in his cabin, Lane returns to the open deck. The breeding staff will be arriving soon and he likes to watch them coming aboard. You can tell a lot about a person by watching how they board the ship and how they treat the other crew.

From the lower deck he watches the hundreds of girls and women board, he sees many he finds particularly attractive and some old favourites. He also sees many whose behaviour to the regular staff leaves a lot to be desired. The rumour was true, over half are so young this must be their first cruise and they've got to be straight out of the training centres. One girl catches his eye, average height, slight build, small pert breasts, startling blue eyes, long blond hair - it reaches to her cute bum, nice legs. She's very fit and moves more gracefully than most of the breeders, and she's polite to the older staff as well.

Turning, he looks around and spots a steward he knows, he calls her over. Pointing at the blond, he gives her his cabin number, saying, "Manny, please register a preference for me for that long haired blond, snag her a.s.a.p. and bring her to my cabin, immediately."

The steward smiles, saying, "Certainly Lane, a most scrumptious choice. Wise to snag her before the top deckers drop by to have a look." She's crewed The Dream since she hit the water and they know each other very well. She's also a retired breeder and had six children by Lane. She leaves to make sure the girl bypasses the rest of the viewing walk as she really likes Lane and he tips the girls well. She knows Lane will be better for the girl as her first than most of the other breeders.

Good Catch
Steward Manning catches up with the girl at the bunk assignment desk. The woman at the desk is surprised to see her, saying, "Hey Manny, what you doing here, you're no longer eligible."

She says, "On very special assignment Jen. The really smart boys watch the girls board instead of waiting for the official showings. One of the best wants me to snag this one, now."

Jen raises her eyes and looks at the girl in front of her, saying, "Must be your lucky day girlie. All Manny has to do is get your number and enter his preference request. But she's come down here to spirit you away for him. That means he must be one of the nice ones, otherwise she wouldn't do that. If she leaves you to take the full trip, a high decker may over ride him." She hands over the bunking assignment key, turning to Manny, "First, you take her down to the bunks, put her things away and show her about." Manny nods agreement.

Leading her down the back way, Manny explains the ship layout and the bunking system. She shows the girl the staff cafeteria, showers, toilets, and her bunk. Beside each bunk is a small locker for her personal things. The girl puts her small bag away and goes to check her make up. Manny stops her, saying, "Lane doesn't like lots of make up." The girl opens her mouth to protest as the training centres emphasis the use of cosmetics. Manny waves her hand, saying, "I know what you've been taught, been there. This man doesn't like make up, I know, he gave me five lovely boys and a beautiful girl."

The girl smiles as she realises her guide is an ex breeder and won't steer her wrong. Taking her to the booking register computer, Manny has the girl log into her quarters. She swears when she notices the girl is Amber tagged for six weeks. That means she has all the approvals but isn't required for compulsory mating for another six weeks, voluntary only. Kissing, fondling, caressing, and everything up to, but not including, full sex - unless the girl gives clear verbal approval. This is to allow the new girls time to adjust to being with males due to not having met any while training. Manny records Lane's preference and logs the girl out to him. On the way to the cabin she says, "This man, Lane, is one of the best. I noticed you're Amber, I strongly recommend you give him the green light and you pay close attention to what he tells you. He'll see you right."

Arriving at his cabin, Manny knocks and Lane opens the door. Manny shows the girl in, saying, "Sorry I took so long, I had to book her in." He nods as he knows the system. Reaching over, he hands her a marker as she says, "She's Amber, do you still want her?"

Smiling, Lane simply motions his hand in a circle. The girl smiles and slowly turns around for him, she's used to this. He motions faster, she spins faster and her hair swings out. He laughs as he holds his hand up for her to stop, she does. Stepping towards her he caresses her face with his right hand. His touch is very light and gentle, almost light enough to tickle, she leans into the touch and closes her eyes. Slowly he slides the hand down her throat and down to her left breast, she inhales deeply. His touch is so gentle, soft and sensuous, nothing in the training centre was ever like this - her smile widens. His left hand fondles her right breast, she sighs with pleasure. For a few minutes they stand there as she sighs while he fondles her breasts. Manny smiles as she can see the girl's clearly enjoying her first contact from a male. Mostly because Lane is so good and gentle. She remembers his touch well, she sighs in fond memory. Lane looks at Manny and smiles at her. He slides his hands down the girl's sides to slip his fingers inside the bottom of her top and lift it up. Without opening her eyes the girl raises her arms, allowing him to take the top off. She's not wearing a bra as breeders aren't allowed to, he smiles as he moves his hands back to her breasts. She sighs again, the direct contact is even better than before. Leaning forward he kisses her left breast, opening his mouth he takes it in and gently sucks on it. Both nipples come erect, very stiff, sucking on her left nipple he lightly pinches her right nipple with his thumb and forefinger. Suddenly her body stiffens as she shudders and gives a low scream while her first male induced orgasm flashes through her body. He lowers her into a chair.

Turning, he sees Manny still standing there with one hand inside her blouse and the other inside her skirt as she stimulates herself. Watching Lane with the girl brings back the memories of the many times he did that to her. They were the best sexual experiences of her life. The marker he gave her is lying on the floor, dropped from her hand - unnoticed.

Grinning, Lane walks over to close the cabin door. He picks up the marker and puts it on the table. Turning to Manny he slides his hand in beside hers, fondling her breast. Stepping up to her he kisses her, she responds. Slowly he undresses her, kissing and caressing her body all over. With all her clothes on the table he moves Manny to the bed, laying her down he places her hand on her pussy and pushes her fingers inside. She goes back to stimulating herself. She hasn't opened her eyes since she closed them when Lane started sucking on the girl's breast and she imagined it was hers he was sucking again. Returning to the girl, Lane makes sure she's awake and watching as he removes her shorts and panties. He places her hand on her pussy, pushing her fingers inside - she stimulates herself. On his way back to the bed he undresses. The girl's eyes widen at the sight of his penis, longer and wider than the average sized model ones in the centre. None of the training tools are this big. Going to the bed he leans over Manny, fondling and sucking her breasts before he kisses his way down her body. He moves her hand away from her pussy and sucks on her clit. She heaves and screams in orgasm. Climbing onto the bed he spreads her legs wider as he places his penis at the entrance to her vagina. Turning his head to look at the girl, he locks eyes with her for a moment. He nods his head and she lowers her sight to see his huge penis poised at the entrance to Manny's little vagina. He watches her face as she concentrates on observing him and Manny.

Grabbing Manny's hips he lifts them slightly as he thrusts forward, quickly embedding himself to the hilt in her tight wet vagina. It's all she needs, she heaves up screaming, "Yes," as she locks her thighs around his hips and he goes into a fast thrusting motion. In five minutes of sex she orgasms many times and he soon reaches his own orgasm to fill her womb with his sperm. The feel of his warm sperm in her causes Manny to open her eyes. She orgasms again as she realises Lane is really in her and it's not just a memory of their previous encounters. Throwing her arms around him she hugs him tight as she orgasms again. Since the doctors declared she's too old to breed (seven months ago), she's really missed the feeling of this moment. The feeling of pleasure washing through her body as she feels a man filling her womanhood with his manhood and his sperm while they hug each other.

Noticing Lane is looking to the side, she turns her head to see what he's looking at. The girl is there, legs wide with her hand in her pussy as she orgasms, stimulated by watching them. Turning back to Manny, Lane kisses her and gently brings her down from her sexual high. Withdrawing from her he smiles, she moves about on the bed and takes his dick in her mouth. Licking and sucking on it as she quickly cleans his manhood. Lane is the only man she'll do this for as he keeps himself clean and he tastes good. But mostly she does it as a thank you for the great pleasure he gives her. Most of the other men she had sex with didn't care if she enjoyed the act or not, Lane always makes sure she does.

Standing up, Lane motions her to stay lying down. Walking over to the girl he removes her hand from her pussy, she'd several orgasms and is just too tired to remove it. Easily he lifts her up and carries her to the bed. Placing her on the bed he puts her face into Manny's pussy and says, "Now my Little Minx, show me how well you eat pussy and suck my sperm out of a pussy." The girl looks up at him as this isn't in the training books. Turning her face to Manny's pussy, he gives her instructions. Following his instructions she sticks her tongue out and into Manny's pussy. It has a different taste and texture to any of the girls she'd improperly experimented with at the centre. She does as told. Soon she has trouble keeping her tongue in Manny's pussy as Manny orgasms again. Lifting the girl's head up he tells her to lie down. Knowing Lane, Manny needs no more signals - she moves around and eats the girl to three orgasms.

Leaving the girl on the bed, he takes Manny into the shower and they wash each other. As she dries he retrieves the girl from the bed and washers her all over. He dries her. Recovered and clean they once again stand in the main cabin as Manny dresses while he closely examines the girl. Turning to Manny, he says, "Amber or not, I'm keeping her for the whole trip." Manny almost trips at this; he must really like her looks and behaviour. She darts a glance at the girl, she's stunned as she known what this means. No being called out at short notice to attend anyone who wants quick feel or sex, good tips, plus level food, and plenty of rest. The bonuses will help too.

Lane quickly dresses and has the girl dress. He picks up the twenty marker he gave Manny earlier, she doesn't mind as the sex was worth much more to her. She's stunned when he hands her a one hundred marker as he says, "That love making brought back some very delicious memories, thank you." The girl is stunned by the tip and his thanking Manny for sex, as she was taught to thank the man.

As they walk to the Purser's Office, Lane says, "Well Minx, did you like your introduction to real sex? Will you green light me? And are there any more like you in the dorms?" They walk in silence while the girl thinks. 

Just before they reach the Purser's Office they meet up with the Chief Steward. She gives Manny a stern look and motions her to go with her. Lane places a hand on Manny's arm, halting her movement and saying, "Excusing me Chief Steward, but whatever duty Steward Manning is derelict in is my fault. I had her help me with this new girl. If there's a penalty or charge due, please place it on my account." The Chief Steward is surprised as this type of event is common, but never before has a passenger ever admitted to being at fault. They usually leave the crew to wear the blame.

Smiling, the Chief Steward says, "Thank you, sir. If you'll come to the Purser's Office we'll sign the twenty-five mark charge to your account." She's stunned when he nods and leads the way to the Purser's Office and asks the Purser to process the charge. She leaves, mollified and justified, with Manny in tow to do other duties.

Fortune Changes
With the Chief Steward dealt with, Lane says, "I'm registering this Minx for personal attendance for the whole of my trip." He motions the girl to hand over her registration disc.

The Chief Purser looks up from his desk as this is unusual, it's normally a few more hours or days before anyone does that. Seeing the girl he checks a picture on his desk. Standing up he walks over, saying, "I'm sorry sir, we have a High Deck request for this girl." Lane looks at the Chief Purser, he's new.

Lane says, "That may well be, but when you check the computer, you'll find I already have a registered preference, about an hour old. Have time booked to me and am here with her making the first full assignment request. High Decking only applies to initial preference requests."

The Chief Purser says, "Yes sir, and when he registered his preference he also stated a request for full assignment. I'm sorry sir, he's deck B for two sectors. You're deck D for one sector. You've been High Decked."

Lane asks, "Is he aware she's Amber?"

The Chief Purser replies, "Yes he is, and he's prepared to wait."

"And I bet you're not prepared to take the girl's preferences into account either."

The Chief Purser simply says, "You're High Decked, and that's it." He turns away, to make a call.

The girl looks at Lane with a pleading expression. He smiles at her. Looking over the shoulder of Vance, the Senior Assistant Purser, he asks, "Is that chart accurate?" Vance glances at the booking chart and nods yes. Pulling out his charge card he hands it over, saying, "How quick can you upgrade me to room Alpha Outer Ten for three sectors?" The girl's eyes go real wide.

Vance smiles as his fingers dash over the keyboard and he whispers, "Watch my dust Lane, I can do that much quicker than he can get that arrogant bastard down here." Vance upgrades the booking, registers the preference and the full assignment. He arranges the stewards to shift the personal luggage and clean the old room. He lists the staff responsible for the change as the girl, Manny, and himself. He also updates the booking and chart information before calling someone to notify them of an unexpected vacancy on D deck if they're still interested and can make the ship before it departs in three hours; they say they will. A very effective young man. When passengers upgrade their room after boarding, the extra booking fee for the higher level accommodation and service is paid to the staff who convince the passenger to upgrade. Vance has listed the assigned credit to the three of them and not just himself. A nice young man as well.

A few minutes later a tall and arrogant young man enters the Purser's Office with some friends. The Chief Purser greats him warmly and waves at the girl. To his friends the young man says, "See, I told you I'd get her and be her first. It's all a matter of who you know."

As he reaches for her hand Lane moves her behind him, saying, in a sickly sweet voice, "I'm sorry old man, but you've been High Decked. She's with me."

The Chief Purser rushes over, saying, "What do you mean? You're deck D."

Placing a key card on the desk, Vance says, "Here's the key to your new cabin on A deck sir. Steward Manning will be up shortly with your luggage and will show you the way. I've also registered and charged for your extension and the young lady's services for the whole trip. Thank you for sailing World Cruise Lines, again." He emphasises the 'again.'

The Chief Purser and the young man stare at the key to Alpha Outer Ten. This was the last cabin available on A deck, it's an outside cabin suite - ultra luxury accommodation for five men and partners, five super king sized beds and a huge communal shower unit. This is the top deck, they can't over deck him. The young man looks like he's about to challenge Lane. He just glances at the young man and waves him away like a servant. Blushing with anger, the young man storms off.

His friends are following when Lane says, "Bradley, your father wouldn't approve you hanging out with Jase. I suggest you take a different cruise or avoid him and associate with me." Everyone in the office looks at him. One of the young men steps closer and squints. "For goodness sakes, stop being vain and put your glasses on, you young fool."

Bradley does. Seeing Lane clearly for the first time, he gulps, saying, "Sorry sir, I didn't recognise you at first. May I have the honour of joining you for dinner tonight." 

The others look shocked as Lane nods his head, saying, "I usually eat third sitting, more time to eat in comfort." The young men leave. So does the Chief Purser, with a mean look at Lane.

The girl looks at Lane as he says to Vance, "Please book me a permanent table for fifteen or so in third sitting. How big was the bribe to the Chief Purser to ensure he got the girl?"

Gulping, Vance looks about and replies "1,000 units and something I don't know. Before you ask, no one likes either him or the Chief Purser."

Lane nods his head, saying, "Phone please, I want the blue coded office link line." With a shocked expression, Vance lifts a phone off his desk and places it before Lane. The line he asked for is a high security encrypted line to the company headquarters and isn't known about outside the company admin people. When they answer, he says, "Extension Mike 657, please." Ringing, it answers, he says, "Hi Maggie, it's Lane here, is Freddy free." He waits, replying, "OK, I'm with the Senior Assistant Purser on the Dream Princess, I've got a terminal complaint against the Chief Purser. Have him call me back a.s.a.p., and that better be within ten minutes." Vance is staring wide eyed, he has no idea who he's talking to, but they must be within the company and important as they have a personal secretary.

Seeing the stunned expression on the girl, he says, "Well Minx, I'm one horny bugger, and unless you want me to screw you bow legged in the first week, you better see about identifying some more cuties like you for me to screw brainless as well. Just so you can have a rest now and then." She just stares at him, he reaches forward and caresses her face, leaning down he kisses her as his right hand fondles her left breast. Breaking the kiss, he looks at her as she sighs. He says, "Don't you like any of the other girls enough to want share that with them. I need a several more cuties now that I've paid for a cabin with five big beds. Trust me, you'll need the rest."

Sighing and smiling, she turns to a computer, switching to the list of girls she marks seven names, all Ambers. Printing the list she hands it to Lane, saying, "These are my creche mates and best friends, we're closely related. It's obvious, but they won't tell us how."

Taking the list off Lane, Vance brings up their files. Lane looks at their photos. He smiles, saying, "Minx, do you know any who aren't Amber and are almost as good." She indicates six more files. Vance brings them up, Lane likes what he sees. He says, "OK, give me full assignment on the first list and shift them to my cabin. Put in preferences for the other six and for them to join me at their earliest opportunity. With so many young ladies I'll need an animal trainer. I want Steward Manning on personal assignment and pencil me in to have all of that for the Full Circle, I'll give you a final decision by the end of the day. Make sure you take 75% of the commission on this and share the rest amongst Manny and the girls." Vance's eyes go wide, if all that goes through, his share of the commission will almost double his salary for the year. He rapidly types instructions into the computer. 

Handing Lane the confirmation slips and necklaces for his full assignment females, Vance says, "I've also given you a permanent booking of the captain's table. It sits thirty and normally isn't used or booked during third sitting. You'll be able to invite who you like to fill it."

The office coded line rings, Vance answers it and hands the phone to Lane. After listening for a moment, Lane says, "Hello Freddy." He listens some more, "That's interesting Freddy, the Chief Purser has already lodged a complaint with the Captain about a trouble making passenger in cabin Alpha Outer Ten. Well, I'm lodging a formal and official complaint against the Chief Purser. He accepted a 1,000 unit bribe to ensure a certain arrogant snot got a certain young lady that I took a shine to. My initial cabin was Delta 56, but I got the preference registered first, got here to register a full assignment with the young lady. Her preference is also for me and she's Amber. The CP's only answer to me was that I'd been High Decked. So I out bid him and took the last available Alpha deck cabin." He listens, "Now that wasn't hard to guess was it Freddy, yes it's Alpha Outer Ten. I need two things Freddy, can you arrange secure comms to the Dream so I can video conference meetings from on board?" He listens and says, "That's good Freddy, then arrange it please. It's about time I went the Full Circle as you're always advising me to. And the other is, I want that useless bribe taking son of a bitch off this ship like ten minutes ago. I don't care what you do with him, but if I ever see him again I'll tear his balls off." Vance smiled when Lane confirmed going the Full Circle, the girl smiled too, as did Manny. She'd arrived just after the start of the conversation. They all look shocked at his final sentences. Looking up from the phone he says, "Manny, Vance, assuming a replacement purser can't be found before sailing and we get rid of that useless sod. Is there anyone on board who can fill the gap in the Purser's Office after the rest step up one level?" They both nod and name a few stewards. Turning back to the phone he says, "I'm reliably informed that all you need do is get us an extra steward, better make that two as I'm taking one on full assignment. Good boy, I knew you could do it. Yes, that's all I need to make me happy and I'll keep out of your hair. Well, at least until that young snot is stupid enough to challenge me and then you get to explain to your brother why I tore his son's balls off. Yes, that's the young snot involved. I know Bradley's with him, or I should say was. I'm pulling him out. See you Freddy." Hanging up, he smiles at his audience.

Turning to Vance he hands the phone back and says, "I'm confirming the whole shebang for the Full Circle." Turning to Manny he says, "Manny, I've got a bunch of cuties moving to Alpha Outer Ten with me, I'll need someone to ride herd on them. I've put in for you to be personally assigned unless you object." Her jaw drops, easy work, huge bonus, she smiles and nods vigorously. Vance hands Lane the amended charge sheet, he signs it and hands it back. The charge goes through with no trouble.

The Chief Purser walks in, he smiles at Lane and sits down. He looks like the cat who just ate the canary, had whipped cream to follow, and is looking at the bird's brother.

With a concerned look, Vance quietly says, "Who was that on the phone?"

Smiling, very softly Lane says, "Freddy, he works for me. You'll probably know him better as Manfred Stein, the WCL Chief Executive Officer, young Bradley is his son." Vance's eyes go wide. Lane pulls out his identity card and hands it over, saying, "For your eyes only." Vance reads the card - he recognises the name and nearly chokes as it has Lane's full legal name. WCL is owned by E.J.Host-Wright. Grinning, Vance glances at the Chief Purser and laughs loudly.

Lane hands Manny the list of his assignments and necklaces, he asks her to put his gear in the cabin and to bring the girls back. She leaves to do so, taking Minx with her. Fifteen minutes later she returns with a gaggle of girls. Lane's finishing up all the paperwork for the assignments, etc. Minx leans forward and asks Vance to record a green light for her against Lane's name. She's giving him approval to have sex with her whenever, wherever, and however he wants. Vance processes the record. She nudges one of the other girls; blushing, she does the same, as do the rest of the Amber listings. The green light applies only to Lane, but he has full access and control.

They're forming up to leave when the captain walks in with the ship's Master-at-Arms (MAA), saying, "I sure hope you know what you're doing Master, I've never had to put anyone off a ship before."

The Chief Purser looks up with a smug expression as the MAA says, "Yes sir, I know what I'm doing, it's part of my training." Standing in front of the Chief Purser, he says, "Right matey, up you come, I've got five minutes to get you to the gangway. A steward is clearing your cabin and'll meet us there." He hands him a copy of the orders from Head Office removing him from the ship. At the same time the Captain hands Vance a copy of orders promoting him to acting Chief Purser and bumping everyone up one notch. Also giving him authority to select other staff to act as Junior Assistant Pursers. The Chief Purser is stunned and Vance is smiling - do this well and it may become a permanent promotion for him.

Lane follows them out. As they leave he sees the young snot, Jase, in the hallway, with a stunned look as he watches the Chief Purser being hustled out.

Loudly, Lane says, "When you pick a fight, you should make sure you know exactly who it is you're fighting." The young snot stares at the group as Lane leads his entourage away. The arrogant young man isn't happy, not at all. The next six girls on his preference list just walked down the hall with Lane. Making a stupid decision, he goes the other way to get drunk
.

DELIGHTFUL DIVERSION
To reach the A and B decks from the Purser's Office, people have to pass through the shopping centre, this is no accident - but deliberate planning to encourage spending. Lane knows this as he ordered the design layout. He takes his time so the girls can window shop, this is the first time they'll have a chance to look at luxury standard clothing close up. Reaching his favourite clothing shop he slows right down. Manny looks at him and smiles when he nods towards the shop. She remembers the first time Lane booked her for a weekend, that was on the Queen Alice and resulted in her first son, he'll be eleven soon. Six of her last eight children are Lane's.

Smiling, he hustles the girls into the shop. The shop staff quickly walk forward, anyone with several girls on full assignment is sure to be rich and spending. Lane says, "I want four sets of sexy sailor suits, six pair of silk panties, four micro bikinis, and two evening dresses for each of these young ladies. Personal id tag them, please." The shop staff rush to get sizes and fill the order before he changes his mind. Boarding day is usually very slow, and if he's buying like this now, good service will see much more later - which means good commissions for them. The girls stop their chatter and stare at him. They know most girls don't get any personal clothes like this, not until they've got a few years service, and with personal id tags of all things.

Lane decides to really enjoy himself. As the clothes are brought out he has the girls put on a show by slowly getting changed in front of him. A few are embarrassed as they've never been unclothed in front of a male before. All are ecstatic with the quality clothing. The sailor suits are a common on ship style for breeder females, especially when, like these girls, they have the figure for it. The top is of tight fitting white or light pastel cotton - short sleeves with a small square collar and dark trim on the collar and sleeves. The skirt is a tight pleated miniskirt that starts at the top of the hip and ends at the top of the thigh. Usually the same colour as the top's trim. Properly fitted the top of the skirt sits on the band for the panties and the bottom of the skirt is on the same level as the crotch of the panties. The whole leg is on display, deliciously so. The panties match the top's colour.

The staff select colours to suit each girl's complexion, hair, or eyes. Pale shades of blue, green, yellow, peach, cream, white, and so on. He had no idea that they made so many different shade of pale, thirty-six outfits, no two the exact same shade. Manny is surprised to be included in the outfitting, but shows she still has what it takes to wear a sailor suit, boy does she. It takes an hour to fit them all.

They make a stunning display as they walk along the deck to their room. The girls are so hyped up they literally strut along the deck - and they have what it takes to do so. Lane and Manny really enjoy watching the girls display their bodies. The girls are in heaven.

Manny says, "Boss, of the six experienced girls, two aren't feeling too well, rough flight and straight here, the other four are waiting in the cabin. I figured you'd probably want to encourage this lot to bond as a group first." Smiling, he nods his agreement, she says, "I told the other two to see the doctor and booked them to you until morning, to make sure they're free for you later." She sounds very concerned about incurring the extra costs involved.

Happily, Lane says, "Manny, I asked for you because I trust your judgement. You know my tastes, you know the ladies, you know the ship rules and my rules. If you feel you have to spend some marks to ensure someone is happy and comfortable for when I want them, then you spend the marks. I know you'll have a hard time getting used to the idea, but I'm very rich, not just wealthy. I don't believe in flaunting units, but I'll spend them for what I think is important, like the girls and you."

Sighing with relief, she says, "Thanks boss, I was fairly sure you'd approve, but not sure how well you could afford it."

Lane says, "I won't tell you how rich I am, but I doubt you could bankrupt me. Speaking of doctors, I want you to book a full medical for all of us a.s.a.p., and weekly check ups for everyone. I think these girls are the start of what I've been seeking for many a long year." Manny gives him a quizzical look. He says, "If I'd put any thought to it, I should have recruited from the centres years ago. Do you remember how you were when we first met, what is it, twelve years ago on the Queen Alice?" She nods yes. "Do you regard life and sex the same as you did then?" She shakes her head, no. He continues, "I liked you and made a point of asking for you. I spent many trips teaching you to look and behave differently. These girls haven't been emotionally damaged yet, I want to mould them the same way as I did you. Then they'll be perfect for permanent assignment to me. If I can put together a suitable harem, will you come along as my supervisor?"

She's stunned, so surprised she almost stumbles, she can only grin and nod her head. He smiles.


CABIN CAPERS
Reaching the cabin they go inside, splitting up to sit on the beds. The four slightly older sailor girls are sitting on chairs watching the television broadcast. Seeing the girls flounce in wearing brand new outfits, they smile. Manny was right, this must be one of the good guys, even though they'd not heard of him. They graduated eight months earlier, just after his last cruise. They were assigned to the Dream and, like all her sailors, have been working other venues while the refit and servicing was happening. They're now back aboard.

Inside, he picks up the phone and calls Vance, saying, "Vance, please register a shipboard charging authority for me. Steward Manning, authorised on my account, up to 2,000 units per day. Yes, that's right, no you're not allowed to choke to death on me, not until you've processed that. Thanks." Turning to the room full of stunned females, he says, "Well, you don't expect me to hold your hands every second of every day. Now Manny can organise some drinks etc for you when I'm otherwise busy. Speaking of which." He looks and smiles at one of the experienced girls, a lovely lass, freckles, red hair, just under average height, slight build, ample breasts, brown eyes.

She knows that look, she's seen it on many men in the last eight months. For once, she likes seeing it on a man looking at her, that feeling puzzles her. She stands and walks over to him. He smiles, saying, "Yes, very nice." She turns around and flirts with him, bending over to flash her panties. Laughing, he says, "I like your style. Yes, I'll start with you, a boy I think." Her eyes go wide as he's making predictions, he must be very sure of his ability to get her pregnant. Turning to face the whole group, he says, "Two rules in this menagerie. One, disobey me and you get punished. My favourite form of punishment is to spank a bare bum." One of the girls smiles and wriggles. He grins back, saying, "Unless you like being spanked for fun, then I tickle you unmercifully. Two, when I'm having sex with anyone, all of you will take your panties off and watch." Some smile, others blush. He continues, "Now line up so I can remove your panties."

Manny is first in line as she likes how he does this. Kneeling in front of her he traces the outline of her panties with his index finger. Slipping it across, he traces the outline of her sex. Lightly grasping the waistband of the panties he slowly draws them down her legs. With them on the floor he lifts her left leg, placing the foot a hand's width further left. He does the same with the right leg. Using his left hand he hands her the panties to hold as he slips two fingers of his right hand between her labia. Leaning forward he licks her pussy and gives her clit a short suck. She smiles and sighs. As she steps aside Minx steps up, smiling. He repeats the process. Nearly half an hour later everyone has a bare bottom except Lane and the redhead. Standing, he removes his shirt as he slips his shoes off. Turning to the redhead he slips his socks off and undoes his trousers, letting them fall. In just his tented shorts he steps up to her and takes her in his arms while he kisses her. She returns the kiss as she thinks 'All pretty normal.' Gently he caresses her body and fondles her left breast. This is different as most men just grab and squeeze her breasts while this feels like he's running a fine feather over it. It feels nice and very sexually arousing, she's never felt like this with a male before. Manny can see the expressions cross her face, she smiles as she knows the girl is in for some more very nice surprises. 

Breaking the kiss he slips her top up, and off when she raises her arms to assist. Smiling, he drops the top and softly runs his hands down her arms and inwards to her breasts, gently fondling them. She closes her eyes and smiles. Leaning in he kisses her left breast, taking it into his mouth and sucking on it as he slides his right hand down. He undoes her skirt, letting it fall to the floor. Her sighs deepen and she writhes with pleasure as her arousal reaches new heights. Ones she's never been to before. Kissing his way down her body he reaches her panties. Grasping the waistband with his teeth he slowly draws the panties down until her sex is displayed. Reaching up he pulls them the rest of the way down as he breaths softly on her womanhood. She gasps at the gentle pressure of his breath on her sex. Lifting her legs to remove the panties, he places them wider apart. Leaning forward he licks her pussy and clit. She shivers at his touch. Standing, he kisses his way back up her body to her mouth, she's breathing heavily by the time he reaches it. For a few minutes they stand there kissing as their tongues work their way back and forth between their mouths. Lifting her up, feet just off the floor, he turns and lowers her to the middle of the bed. Again he kisses his way down her body, stopping to give each breast a good sucking and licking. She's panting and breathing very heavily by the time he does. Reaching her womanhood he spreads her legs wide. Pulling the left leg towards him he kisses his way down its length. Walking to the end of the bed he pushes his shorts down, they fall to the floor. Climbing onto the bed he kisses his way up her right leg. Reaching her pussy he spreads her labia, running his tongue along the full length before placing his mouth over her clit. She's gasping for breath and gyrating her hips.

Grasping her clit with his lips he tongues it as he sucks hard. She bucks at his face and screams, "Yeeessss," as her orgasm charges through her body. He continues to suck her clit while teasing it with his tongue. Her hands go to his head, pushing it into her pussy as she heaves in orgasm again and again. Lifting his head he kisses his way up her body, rubbing her body with his. She shivers as he sucks her breasts again. With his face above hers he looks into her eyes. She's been sexually active for eight months, been with hundreds of different men and had sex thousands of times. Yet, for all that, for the first time in her life she's fully aroused sexually and she's looking at a man through lust filled eyes, she wants him, she needs him, she must have him, have him all the way in her. She reaches out and grabs his manhood, pulling it towards her, towards her womanhood and the fulfilment of her existence.

He smiles down at her as she places his penis in her vaginal entrance and reaches her arms around to pull him into her, he says, "Yes, I think you're finally ready. And a fine strong boy for your first child." With that he thrusts hard and deep, their groins meet. Her arms and legs wrap around him trying to pull him further into her. Strongly he pushes up and away, breaking partly free of her grip. She whimpers as he withdraws, then shouts with joy as he thrusts back in. For several minutes he thrusts in and out as she bucks her hips up at him and revels in their union. Screaming her pleasure she has the strongest orgasm of her life as she has a number of orgasms. He reaches his orgasm and fills her with his sperm. She orgasms twice more before he slows down his thrusting and calms her down. Gently, he kisses her and caresses her body. She's too tired to respond as eagerly as she wants to, but she doesn't want to let him go, she doesn't want this feeling to end.

Gently he pulls away and looks around the room. All the girls have enjoyed the show - their sopping pussies and wet hands are mute testimony of how much they did. 

Smiling, Manny stands and lifts Minx, who'd been seated beside her. The blond beauty looks at her for a moment. Manny points at the redhead's pussy and licks her lips. Minx gets the message. Everybody watches as Manny drops to her knees and takes his penis in her mouth, licking and sucking on it. Over the years she's learnt how to do this well and soon has him stiff again. Meanwhile, Minx, remembering her post sex lesson from D deck, licks the redhead's pussy, sucking on the clit and sticking her tongue deep inside her vagina. The redhead moans her way through four more orgasms before Minx is finished with her. Minx is starting to really like this duty.

With his penis erect again, he lifts Manny up, kisses her and thanks her. Going to the bed he bends over, kisses and thanks the redhead. Lifting Minx's head from the girl's pussy, he kisses her and thanks her for her help.

While kissing Minx he fondles her breast, she moans with pleasure and closes her eyes. Gently he lowers her to the bed while he fondles one breast and sucks the other. Spreading her legs he sucks on her clit, she heaves in orgasm and moans. Kissing his way along her body he rubs it with his own, reaching her mouth he kisses her as Manny rubs his penis along Minx's pussy and places it at the entrance to her vagina. She's too caught up in the pleasure and lust to realise what's happening. Gently but firmly he slowly pushes his manhood into her. About a third of him is in her womanhood when she realises he's entering her. Breaking the kiss she wraps her arms around him and thrusts her hips at his. She impales herself on him and their groins are together. Smiling at her he continues to lower himself towards her, pushing her hips back down to the bed. He gains a few extra millimetres of penetration, she smiles, moans and wriggles at him. Smiling, he says, "You're a real minx, aren't you? I've named you well Little Minx. Well, just take a moment to get used to the feel, then we'll get really started." They lie there kissing and cuddling for a few minutes.

Slowly he withdraws, he thrusts back in, out, in, out, in, speeding up with each movement. Several minutes later she's heaving wildly in her eight or ninth orgasm, while screaming, "Oh, yeeesss." She starts to settle down, he lifts her hips as he thrusts hard, gaining just a little more penetration as he orgasms, filling her with his sperm. Wrapping her arms and legs around him she feels complete as she thinks, 'This is what life's all about.' A few minutes later he kisses her and thanks her as he gently withdraws and lifts from her body. Standing beside the bed he walks to her head, placing his penis on her lips. Smiling up at him she opens her mouth and follows his instructions as he tells her how to lick and suck his penis. Grinning, Manny climbs between her thighs and licks her pussy. He withdraws his penis from her mouth as she starts her first of four clean up orgasms.

Sitting on the bed beside her he fondles her breasts, as he says, "Naughty girl, you'll ruin my reputation." She gives him an odd look. He says, "I think you're going to have a girl this time." Her eyes go wide, he can't be sure she's taken, not this soon, let alone the gender. A girl is a safe bet, due to the statistics. But how does that affect his reputation?

Standing up, he goes to one of the other experienced girls. A short brunette of slight build, very small breasts. Leaning down he kisses her as he fondles her breasts. She eagerly responds to his touch. Running his hands around her body he slides them down to her bum. Lifting her out of the chair he pulls her to him, kissing as he rubs her body against his. She's so aroused by the shows she's almost ready to have an orgasm. Feeling her body slide up his he feels his penis slip into her pussy, slide over her clit and reach her vaginal entrance. Feeling a hand on his penis he waits as it moves his manhood around and pushes it forward into her. Knowing one of the girls has ensured a proper alignment, he lowers the girl as he thrusts forward and up. Quickly he slides the full length of her womanhood, butting against the end before their groins meet. She starts a strong orgasm as he enters her. The hard contact starts another. He stands there rapidly lifting her up and down on his rigid penis. She moans and groans with continuous orgasms. He loves the feel of her hot stiff nipples sliding up and down his chest, clearly it has a similar effect on her. Her eyes are shut, her mouth is open wide gulping air as she has several orgasms . All this time her body and womanhood is working its own sexual arousal wonders on him. Pulling her down hard he fills her with his sperm. He holds her tight as he walks to a bed and lowers her to it. Withdrawing from her he smiles at  her as he thanks her. His penis is hardly free of her womanhood when she grabs it and pulls it towards her mouth. She licks and sucks it clean as a grinning Minx goes to work on her pussy. The girl orgasms four more times.

Looking around the room he can see everyone has had a good number of orgasms. Rousing everyone, he hustles them into the showers to clean up before dressing.

Good Clean Fun
In the showers he wanders from girl to girl, kissing them and fondling their breasts. He encourages the girls to wash each other and fondle each others breasts. He moves up behind one of the experienced girls, a tall blond, very buxom, medium build. She's kissing one of the new girls, a brunette, and working her way down the girl's body, bending at the waist as she does so. As she lowers her upper body to the shorter girl's breasts, her well rounded bum sticks out behind her as she shifts her legs apart for a better balance. Standing behind her and between her legs, Lane shuffles forward until his penis is pressing against her vagina. She stops and starts to turn her head. He places a hand on her head, turning it back to the girl and pushes it down. The blond returns to kissing the brunette's body and bending down further. The lower she bends the more her rear pushes back. As she bends she's slowly impaling herself on his penis, she likes the feel of this slow entry. When her head reaches the brunette's pussy he pulls back on her head, clearly he wants her to eat the girl's pussy. She sticks her tongue out, licking the pussy before her and sucking on the clit. The girl moans. Smiling, he thrusts forward, sliding his full length into the blond. He thrusts quickly in and out. Sliding his hands along her body he bends slightly to reach and fondle her breasts. Several minutes later he's approaching his own orgasm and the blond has had several while the brunette has had three. The blond has stopped eating the girl's pussy as she just leans against it moaning her pleasure into it. That's enough to keep the brunette on the edge. Pulling back hard on the blond's hips, he gains a little more penetration as he fills her with his sperm. Pulling her back from the brunette he withdraws to turn the blond around and lower her to the floor. She immediately starts to lick and suck his penis. They've all realised he wants them to do that, those who have done it like it, and the rest are interested in trying. Another girl drops to the floor and commences licking the blond's pussy as Manny kneels down beside her, giving her instructions. Reaching out with his right hand he fondles the brunette's breasts, she stands there moaning. His left hand is caressing the blond's hair.

Withdrawing from the blond's mouth he thanks her. As she moans in another orgasm he turns to the brunette. Stepping towards her he fondles both breasts while her head leans back against the wall as she moans in pleasure. She's close, but not quite there again. Sliding his hands down her body he steps closer. At mid thigh he slips his hands around between her legs and behind her thighs. Suddenly he pushes her legs outwards while quickly raising his forearms. In seconds he has her pinned against the wall with her legs out to the sides in a splits position as he holds her up. Manny reaches up and directs his penis into the girl's vagina. She orgasms at the contact and heaves at him, causing his penis to slide in, she heaves again. Stepping forward he slides the full length of her vagina and their groins meet as she has a third orgasm. He thrusts in and out for several minutes as she orgasms continuously. He slides his hands around and up her back, turning, he moves her from the wall, she drops back, pushing her hips forward a bit more and causing a slightly deeper penetration as he thrusts forward to fill her with his sperm. Pulling her to him, they kiss as her heaving breasts are crushed to his chest in a most delicious manner.

Manny stands up behind the girl, reaching around she fondles her breasts as she takes the girl's weight. Smiling his thanks, he steps back to withdraw from her. Two girls dart forward and drop to their knees - one to suck his penis while the other tastes the girl's sperm filled pussy. She quickly orgasms several more times.

Twenty minutes later, after an hour long shower, they're all standing in the main room getting dressed in swim wear. That's if you can call a girl putting on two very narrow strips of almost translucent material getting dressed. He says, "Manny, my most magnificent memory machine, I do hope you know the names of everyone so we can see that the records are kept straight." Nodding, she waves at the terminal where she'd entered the girls' names and numbers as well as his having sex with them. Stepping up to the terminal he registers a blanket bonus payment to be paid each time he makes love to one of the girls, he sets it at 100 units. None can see this but Manny and she looks at him oddly, he must be very well pleased. She's surprised when he enters her name and their sex in the other cabin as well as a bonus for it.

Smiling, he faces the girls, saying, "Well, my pack of pretties, ready for a snack by the pool, some sun, and swimming?" Smiling, they all nod - a few are a bit sad as they'd rather stay in the cabin for more sex play. They're eagerly looking forward to their turn with him inside them. 

Smiling, they leave the cabin to slowly saunter down to the pool.


POOL GAMES
They make a happy group as they head down the deck to the pool area. Beside the pool is a cafeteria style eatery for those who want something to eat in a very relaxed atmosphere, so they can have some light snacks once they get there.

Calling Minx to him he puts his right arm around her, fondling her right breast, saying, "Aren't you glad you listed the extras for me. How do you think you'd be feeling now if it'd been just you and me in that cabin to deal with all that tension I had to release."

Looking adoringly at Lane, she says, "After two hours of constant sex, I'd probably be needing a wheel chair to get around and trying to tie you to it so I didn't lose such a good man."

Smiling, he turns to Manny, saying, "See, she's as smart as she's good looking. And she learns quick. I think this is the start of a very good, long term relationship." 

Seeing a one of the medical staff walking the other way, he signals for them to stop. When she does, he says, "During the refit, were they able to finish replacing the EFT 6s with the EFT 9s, and are they working?" 

The medical assistant is surprised, that upgrade hasn't been made public, how does he know. She nods her head, saying, "They're fully operational and available twenty-four hours a day, every day. Now we can detect a pregnancy within six hours of insemination and determine the sire when the fetus is seven days old. May I ask how you know about the new Electronic Fetus Testers, sir?"

Smiling, he replies, "I work at the WCL HQ, and the last report I saw said the EFT9s should be fitted in time, but they weren't sure if they could get them operational before sailing. Thank you."

Nodding, she walks off to go on about her duties. Manny looks at him oddly, she says, "What do you do at WCL that you can arbitrarily change a month's trip to a year's trip and book one of the dearest cabins to yourself with a gaggle of girls?"

Grinning at her, he says, "I don't think you really want to know?" She glares at him and puts up her hand to stop him. He says, "If I tell you, you'll have to stop working for WCL. Thus, you'll have to work for me or find some other work. Choose, Sailor."

She stares at him wide eyed as they walk on a bit. Turning, she faces him, "Tell me, who my new boss really is. I've really liked you for years, I thought you were poor, but now I wonder." Turning to Manny, he releases Minx and sends her on ahead a little way.

Smiling weakly, he says, "I like you too and I'm really happy that you're agreeing to be permanently assigned to me to look after the girls I get assigned to me. But you're in for a shock. The fact that I have wealth doesn't mean I like splashing it around and showing it off, except where it helps me or others. I wouldn't have made an issue but I wasn't going to let either the Purser or Jase near Minx. My wealth enabled me to help her and protect her from the mental damage he'd have done. I learned years ago that life on the lower decks is friendlier than on the high decks. Most people on the high decks are pompous fools or show offs. I don't want to mix with them, so I sail on the low decks. As to how I know the layout of the ship so well and know about the upgrades. Well, I designed the ship and I ordered the upgrades. They're some of the perks of owning the shipping line, as is getting that Purser kicked off the ship. I know you'll not repeat any of that, I trust you." Manny's eyes go wide as she nods her head - she's stunned.

They create quite a stir when they arrive at the main swimming pool which is aft on C deck. A lot of the men have selected one or two companions already, but he has a group of thirteen particularly lovely ladies. Settling onto bar stools around two tables side by side, they study the menu. One of the stewards comes over to take their orders. Seeing Manny, she says, "Hi Manny, I thought you had duty as a steward today."

Giggling, she replies, "I do, special duty, on full assignment to Lane."

The steward responds, "Some people have all the luck. Orders please people." Everyone orders food and drinks. The steward hands the orders in and brings them over when ready.

Looking around the pool, Lane sees Bradley in a heated discussion with some of the young men that follow Jase about. Jase is nearby, obviously drunk, getting drunker and glaring at Lane while ogling the girls Lane has deprived him of. When the Steward arrives with the last of their orders he calls her over, saying, "Please ask the Master-at-Arms to come to the pool area and keep an eye on things." She looks a query at him. He says, "I know that young drunk over there. Jase and I had a dispute in the Purser's Office earlier, I won. He's not happy with the outcome and is drunk enough to do something stupid. I'd rather not have to kill him as I know his parents well." With raised eyebrows she goes to the counter and contacts the MAA's office.

Quietly, Manny says, "Lane, if you know the family so well, why did he act as if he didn't know you when we were in the purser's office?"

Smiling, he replies, "I haven't personally seen or spoken to Jase since he was about seven years old. I've seen plenty of images. His main problem is his mother dotes on him, he's the only son by her husband and she neglected to keep sons by anyone else. Jason should have turned out OK, but she spoiled him rotten. The father is also slightly to blame as he had very little to do with the boy while he was growing up. Now Jase is a classic example of why I avoid the upper decks." Manny nods her head in understanding of what he's saying, she knows the type too well, far too well for her liking.

The girls are happy sitting there having their nice snacks and drinks when Bradley gives up talking to the other young men and walks over to Lane. After asking for, and getting, permission to join them, he sits down. Both Lane and Manny notice he's keeping his glasses on now, so he can see the girls better with them.

Lane notices the MAA arrive with two large male stewards and set up around the cafe.

Lane says, "Which do you prefer to be called now days, Brad or Bradley?"

Smiling, he says, "Brad, please sir."

Lane responds "We're not in your father's house now, call me Lane, not sir, please."

Brad smiles and replies, "OK Lane."

Turning to Manny, Lane says, "Can you recommend a couple of ladies for Brad, ones who'll help me to train him in how to treat the ladies properly? And please get me a shore phone." Smiling, she nods her head as she gets up and goes to a terminal at the steward's station. Brad blushes and starts to speak, he continues, "Don't worry about the cost. Your mother and father keep you on a tight allowance because you hang out with idiots like Jase. Once I call them they'll open up your account. How long are you on board for?"

Brad replies, "I'm booked in for two sectors Lane, with an option for another two, to confirm by the end of the first sector." They sit and chat for a few minutes.

Manny returns with a shore phone, saying, "Here's a phone. I've booked two girls I know for Brad for the rest of the day. With a note for possible extension. They're on their way."

Nodding his head at her, Lane says, "Thanks Manny." He picks up the phone and starts dialling a number as he says to Brad, "Now you know why it's important to keep on side with the staff." Brad grins his response. While the phone rings, he continues, "Most of the good staff are ex sailor girls, so now you know why you should treat the girls right as well." Brad's eyes go wide as this is something he didn't know.

The phone answers and Lane says, "Hi Jaguar, Lane here, I'm on board the Dream and so is Brad. I'm taking him under my wing and he needs a decent allowance to operate properly." Manny's head goes up at the name. Lane waits while he listens, he continues, "Oh, say five or six times his normal allowance, he does have to learn how to treat and tip the girls right." He listens for a moment and says, "I'm doing the Circle for once." Listens again and hands the phone to Brad.

Brad listens to his mother telling him she's contacting the Chief Purser and opening a ship spending account for him to spend on the girls, equal to ten times his allowance per month and extending his time on board for the Circle." 

He's stunned by this as his unit conscious mother is really splurging out, something he's never seen before. He simply replies, "Thank you mother."

Quietly, almost reverently, Manny says, "That wouldn't have been Jaguar Jan - the man eater?"

Brad looks confused and Lane nods saying, "Yes it was. So you can see why Brad's still reasonably nice, despite being part of that crowd over there."

She replies, "Next time you speak to her, give her my regards as we spent a lot of time together on the Mary before I was transferred to the Alice." Both Lane and Brad nod their heads.

Two lovely young ladies from the previous new recruitment batch arrive in the cafe, seeing Manny they walk over, she waves them towards Brad. Lane says, "Brad, this looks like your guests for the afternoon, stand up and greet them properly with a good kiss." He stands and kisses them, immediately sitting down again. Lane sighs, saying, "Don't be so uncouth Brad, offer them a seat properly, ask them what they wish to drink and eat, and call the steward over." Blushing, he does as he's told. The girls smile at the nice treatment; they're new but have already learned how harsh and uncaring most men are.

Lane says, "Please excuse him ladies, he's still under training on how to be polite." They both giggle and nod acceptance of the apology as Brad blushes but makes a silent vow to learn how Lane operates as he clearly gets some good advantages out of it.

Sitting at the bar, Jase is getting angrier by the minute, these two were further down his list but he hadn't yet done anything about booking them - he's been too busy drinking. Reaching a decision, he stands and walks towards Lane's group, reaching the tables he grabs one of the girls he wanted. 

The MAA moves in and breaks his grip, saying, "I'm sorry sir, but this young lady is already booked for the trip, by the gentleman over there." They argue for a few minutes. 

Jase breaks free and darts over to Lane, striking out at him as he says, "Bastard, you won't take all I want and enjoy it."

Lane easily avoids the blow and replies, "Calm down and sober up Jason, or you'll get yourself into trouble your father can't get you out of." That seems to get through to him, he stops and glares at Lane, turning, he walks back towards his seat at the bar.

Jase is almost at the bar when he turns around and starts drawing a hand gun from inside his coat. All the breeders go armed with hand guns; considering how some of the sterile people feel about them, it's a wise precaution. Brad sees Jase reach for this gun, he knows how volatile he is and yells, "No gun Jase."

Hearing Brad's yell, Lane looks over his shoulder as he starts to turn, he sees Jase bringing his hand up to aim his gun. He can tell exactly where he's aiming, taking a long quick step and lunge sideways as he draws his own hand gun, Lane yells, "Noooo." Both weapons discharge at once.

Taking Jase's round high in his left shoulder, Lane staggers back into Minx's lap as Jase screams with agony due to Lane having shot his trigger finger off. The MAA immediately grabs a first aid kit and applies a pressure bandage to Lane's shoulder while one of the stewards checks out Jase and another calls the doctor.

All the girls sit there wide eyed and stunned. They know duels sometimes start, but there's a formal process, nothing like this. And they all noticed Lane wasn't in any danger at all - until he moved to protect the girl Jase was aiming at. This sort of behaviour is unknown to them, no one protects a Sailor Girl, there's just way too many of them. Minx is holding him up and crying.

A couple of minutes later the doctor arrives with her assistant, she looks at Jase and tells her assistant to quickly cut the finger off near the palm and seal the blood vessels. Walking over to Lane she groans on seeing the blood on his shoulder. Knowing what's next, Lane reaches through his pain to tell Minx to remove his shirt. The doctor looks surprised as she's about to cut it, he says, "Silklar." One word says it all, a very light weight bullet resistant multi-layer material made of a combination of silk and Kevlar cloth, stops low velocity bullets and slows high velocity rounds down to a surviveable injury; extremely expensive and no way her scissors would cut it. She helps Minx remove the shirt. 

Examining the wound she swears, the bullet had enough velocity to punch through the Silklar shirt and penetrate deep into his shoulder. Looking up at Minx she says, "Smart thinking girl, keeping him upright like this. I need him upright until I know if the lung is punctured. Now keep a good hold while I remove the bullet and stop the bleeding." Minx gives her a weak grin in reply as she tightens her grip. The doctor digs around with a probe, locates the bullet and soon has it out, she hisses when she sees it; it's a pointed brass jacket military round, illegal for civilians to own or carry. Carefully she puts it aside in a small plastic bag and sets about sealing the blood vessels and suturing the wound. She soon has him patched up, injected with pain killers and quick heal before bandaging the shoulder well.

Standing up from her work, the doctor looks at Lane and says, "No restrictions on how much sex you have, just as long as you're lying down and they're doing the work. That left arm stays on the bed. That's the way it is until I say otherwise. Now it's down to Sick Bay and a scan to check your insides." Turning to the MAA she says, "Cuff him and check that gun, I want to know what the rest of his ammunition is like." An examination of the gun shows all the rounds are unlawful pointed brass jacket magnums; this is a very serious crime. The ship had undocked only a short while ago and is still heading up the harbour. The MAA doesn't know if they have to involve the city police or not. Lane can see the concern in his eyes.

Lane says, "MAA, the ship's undocked, that makes this a case for the captain, not the local police. Inform him now. The captain should also inform your headquarters." Nodding, the MAA takes their names, has Jase taken off to the cells, and heads for the bridge as the doctor supervises Lane being taken to the Sick Bay.

All of Lane's group accompany him and the girls take turns helping to keep him upright as he walks along leaning on them. He's so heavy they have to change support staff every twenty metres or so. Luckily he has enough support staff to manage this well.

In the Sick Bay the doctor soon assures herself there's no interior damage worth worrying about. She issues them a wheel chair to get him about for a few days. They're just leaving when the MAA finds them as the captain would like a word.

Punishment
The MAA leads them to the ship's conference room. It's set up for secured video conferencing, on line are the company legal unit, the CEO (Chief Executive Officer), the CFO (Chief Finance Officer), and three judges with no links to the company. Present in the room are Jase, Lane's group, the MAA, the doctor, and a technician with the video recordings of what happened. The remote trial starts.

The three judges act as the investigators as well as the judiciary. Lane is first to give evidence, he explains all that happened since he boarded, Manny and Minx give their evidence, the technician brings in the video from the purser's office, showing only their meeting there. He then displays the video from the cafe. It clearly shows Jase aiming at Minx and Lane protecting her. This makes things difficult as the laws on harming a Breeder Male are much harsher than those about hurting a Sailor Girl. The doctor gives evidence about the round recovered and the MAA gives evidence about the rounds in Jase's gun. The CFO, Jase's father, goes very white on hearing this evidence.

Which set of laws apply here are discussed at length by the judges. Lane says, "Excuse me your honours, but I think that's all irrelevant. There's an old law on the books about self protection and it has plenty of precedences, as does the law on responsibility for injuries during a crime. His shooting at anyone without provocation is a crime, thus any other injuries occurring during the crime fall due on the person committing the crime. The self defence laws allow that it's lawful for a person to defend themselves, their family, their employees, their servants, and their employers. The precedences make it clear the courts regard an attack on anyone in one of these categories as an attack on the defender themselves. The girl is on full assignment to me and thus my servant. So when Jase attacked her, he was, according to the law, also attacking me. Whichever way you try to slice this, it comes down to his attacking me." The judges check the law database and find the laws are old but still valid, they also see very good reasons to keep them. 

Jase has his say and is quickly found guilty of deliberately launching an unprovoked attack resulting in grievous bodily harm to a Registered Breeder. He's also found guilty of carrying and using proscribed ammunition, rounds that would have killed anyone not protected with Silklar, and would then inflict serious damage - as it did in this case. They reach the sentencing and the maximum allowable for either of these crimes is a very painful death.

Lane speaks up, saying, "Excuse me your honours, but as the main injured party in this, may I speak before you pass sentence?" They give him leave to speak. He says, "A large part of Jase's problems have been due to insufficient discipline during his upbringing, I also note his intention wasn't to harm me directly, but emotionally by killing someone I've shown an interest in. In his mind he was depriving me of a toy he wanted, not killing a person. I know that a lot of his social group think like this, I'd like to send a very clear message to them about this type of behaviour."

One of the judges says, "I gather you have a sentence you think should be imposed in this case?"

Lane nods, saying, "I know you must be considering termination, but I think this case is too severe for such a light sentence." All are in shock; termination is usually seen as the most severe sentence that can be given. He continues, "Also, Jase's father deserves a chance to try again, raising a grandchild or grandchildren. I recommend Jase be sentenced to fertile life on an open table with full medical support." Most who hear this are shocked, some smile.

Jase's eyes go very wide as he screams, "Nooo." The MAA quickly gags the prisoner.

What Lane is suggesting is Jase be retained in a breeder facility as nothing more than a sperm source. He'll be given drugs to increase his fertility and performance to the maximum, and the breeders will use him for their pleasure. He'll be secured to the table so the breeders can mount him and pleasure themselves as he'll have no troubles inseminating them. Nerve controls will be inserted into his system and he'll be unable to ejaculate until a certain button is pushed, then he'll have no option but to ejaculate. His ability to release sperm will be controlled by the table operator. All the bonuses for pregnancy will go to the breeder, he'll get none. He'll get plenty of women pregnant and gain no pleasure from the acts at all. Also, any breeder declared too old by the doctors during the past five years may avail themselves of his services in an effort to have more children. Any who do get pregnant can continue to use him until they've gone five years without a pregnancy. 

Lane continues, "Jase is used to having everyone else following his orders and doing as he wants. This will allow the society to still get full benefit from the resource he represents as a breeder, while inflicting severe mental anguish as he has to obey the commands of others from a social group he's spent his life, until now, treating as nothing." The judges smile and discuss the situation, they so rule. They also rule Jase will serve the first year of his sentence on a table set up in the quarters he's paid for and the girls may avail themselves of the services it provides at his expense. When his funds run out, he's to be moved to a room in the Sick Bay and on return to his home port he'll be removed to the nearest breeder centre.

Everyone thinks this is a fitting punishment, even his own father. With the case over the CFO asks to speak to Lane, everyone else leaves. Robert, Jase's father, asks, "Lane, can you please find a couple of ladies who're prepared to have Jason's children and accept permanent assignment to me, to raise the child in my household? Jason's mother won't be involved in the care or upbringing of the children. I'll meet all expenses involved, to ensure it's done right."

Lane nods, and replies, "I'll do it for you, but it'll cost you as I'll see they're lavished with gifts and probably try girls who'll be retiring soon. Whichever, it'll be up to you to provide for them until their natural death, regardless of age." Robert nods his head in agreement and starts organising for Lane to be able to expend against his account for this special service.

Follow Up
Turning off the conference service, Lane leaves the room to find all his group including Brad and his girls, the captain, and the MAA are waiting for him. The captain says, "The doctor's sedated the prisoner and is getting things organised in his cabin, I've got the purser arranging for his cabin to be available for the whole Circle, I don't want to have to change the security. And may I congratulate you on a superb shot. I could tell from the video, that was a perfectly aimed shot, not an accident."

Lane smiles and replies, "Yes, I ought to have that finger found and mounted. It'll make a better trophy and mean much more to me than the cupboard full of gold medals I have; even the Olympic Medals." Both the MAA and the captain are surprised at that, he's an Olympic pistol champion; well the shot proved that. He continues, "With the number of girls I'm taking on permanent assignment and the ones that'll be assigned to Jase, you should consider having some extras board at one of the next few ports of call."

The captain smiles and replies, "The new Chief Purser is already on top of that, he just needs to finalise the numbers but has already asked for an extra twenty to be available at the next port, and is now letting them know we have an Open Table if anyone is interested in visiting while we're in port. A good fellow is Vance, I've already recommended a permanent promotion for him, but haven't told him yet, keep him guessing and on his toes for some time yet." They all laugh.

Lane responds, "You should tell him very soon, so he can start to organise the office to suit himself, he's good enough that he won't do that until he knows it's his. Once he does that, the office will be more effective than it is now." The captain nods agreement.

He says, "I'd love to, but I have to wait for head office approval before I can tell him he's got it."

Lane replies, "Just tell him you've recommended him and will approve him making any changes to suit himself, based on the assumption it'll be approved. He'll do it right, I've seen how well he works." Smiling, the captain agrees. He continues, "Jase's father asked me to organise for some ladies to carry his grandchildren, he'll meet all related costs after Jase's own units run out. I'll coordinate with the Purser's Office about which girls etc, and counter sign any charges. That way, you've an independent confirmation of the charges." Again the captain nods his agreement.

Turning to Manny, he says, "Manny, I gather the second string list are all still free?" She nods her head yes, he continues, "Move them into my quarters as well, those beds will easily sleep three comfortably and have all the girls move their personal effects to the room. That frees up their bunks for reassignment. I'll need Juicy and Silver to help with the girls' training as well, can you see they get rostered to me for that. Also, Jase's father wants some girls to be assigned to him after they're pregnant with his grandchildren; he wants people like Jaguar, age not relevant. Select seven of the older girls and three or four of the younger girls. Also find out how many of the recent retirees would like one more child and are prepared to take the shots if the doctor approves." Making a note in her pad on all this, Manny is very surprised with the last.

He's referring to a set of fertility drugs for women that greatly increase the chance of pregnancy in women at the end of their breeding life. They're very expensive and do include a high risk for the woman, some people have adverse reactions to them, such reactions means the end of their breeding life. But she sees where Lane's coming from, find suitable girls, especially those who're nice and would like a better than average retirement life. She has a few good friends who qualify, she'll get them first and she knows Lane knows she'll do that.

He says, "Oh, and with my wound, I'll need all the new girls quickly trained in how to ride, so organise with the trainers to give my girls riding lessons. Who knows, they may even earn a bonus at the same time as I want demonstrations not just instructions, it'll be the girls' first actual ride, make sure they understand that." She nods her agreement.

As they move off, the captain and MAA smile while they think this Lane is a nice guy, sure sounds like it and Manny's responses indicates he is. Now, if only they knew who he was and what links he had with the WCL management as the CEO and CFO clearly know him and neither questioned his actions with either of their sons.

As they move down the corridor, he turns to Brad, saying, "How many can you accommodate in your cabin?"

Brad replies, "I don't know, just as we got tagged to come here I got a message my cabin has been changed by mother." They head to the Purser's Office.


NEW ARRANGEMENTS
At the Purser's Office they find Vance has been making some important changes in cabins. Brad is in Jase's old cabin on B deck and Jase is in Brad's old cabin on C deck. This was done to simplify the security arrangements as it's much closer to the MAA's office and the Sick Bay, all approved by Head Office. The rations and supplies to Jase's cabin will be B deck standard, as will the bonuses. In effect, they're getting paid for and delivering B deck standard to a C deck cabin. Jase won't really mind as he won't be leaving the table until they take him off it to leave the ship.

Brad's new cabin is big enough for him to have five girls on full time assignment. He asks Minx and Manny to organise three more girls to be assigned as he's very happy with the first two of their choice. Manny also organises the assignments for Jase that Lane has requested, Vance grins when he sees how many of the newly retired girls are involved; all girls he likes. A pregnancy now could see them nicely settled and means a few less WCL has to try and help find work, something that's good news for the line as well as the girls.

Turning to Minx and Manny, Lane says, "Ladies, go through the rosters of the last two drafts, pick out and prioritise the girls you think I'll like. Manny, you know my old regulars; book them in the line up for me as well. Minx, you know who's about to graduate from your centre for the next three classes, get their rosters and do the same please. I want a download of recommendation so we can set out a roster for the next several months during the next two days." Looking up at all the girls and Vance, he says, "Spread the word, when I'm up and about the ship I've no problem with free staff joining us for a drink or snack. When we're in the cabin, if the light is on, we welcome visitors. I'm sure you all know who'll be OK to extend those invitations to. I need to get to know more about the girls to replace those who get pregnant." They all smile at this as he's asking them to invite their friends to join them for drinks and food when not on duty.

He intends to get as many of them pregnant as possible and he also wants to vet them and their attitudes as he may be able to get a reasonable harem this trip. He'll need a final list of about 300 girls to keep the Breeder Control Office happy; he'll aim for about 500 or more. He doubts he'll get them all this trip, but he can now make a good start. They all wait while Manny gets all the lists copied for them to go through in the cabin. Brad's new girls soon turn up and he approves them for full assignment, making them very happy.

As they leave the Purser's Office they run into Jase's friends and are asked what happened to Jase. They all go very white when they're told of his sentence, they're even invited along to watch part of his punishment, they can attend while the trainers demonstrate riding to some of the new girls as the decision has been made to train them all to ride.

On the way back to their cabins, Lane takes the girls into the clothing shop and has those not already outfitted, fitted out the same as the rest. Brad takes the hint and orders the same for the girls with him. They both organise foot massaging deck shoes for everyone in their groups. A very happy crowd leaves the clothing shop. A few shops away they stop to get some entertainment discs for playing in the cabin later. All but Manny are surprised when Lane gets entertainment movies and not the sex films most people buy.

They separate to their cabins to make sure everyone is comfortably settled, and will meet up again in about thirty minutes to go see Jase. Vance has arranged for the trainers to do their first 'riding lesson' shortly after that, and it's just for Lane and friends; later lessons will be for all the less experienced Sailors.

In his cabin, after everything is put away, Lane says, "Girls, I'm sorry, but it'll take me a bit of time to remember you're names. Please try and remember any nickname I give you. Minx, what's your real name?"

Grinning, she replies, "In the centre they called me Cat, short for Catherine. But I like the way you say Minx, so I had one of the assistant pursers register that as my official name while you were talking to Vance." He leans over, reaching out with his right hand to caress her face before drawing her to him and kissing her, he's very touched by her doing this.

Turning to Manny, he says, "Manny love, please work out a roster of the girls for me to make love to. I know there'll be times when I select someone out of order, but I know you can keep things sorted for me." 

She nods her agreement, saying, "Yes boss. Now, it's time for the girls to have a riding lesson. Everyone better go as Vance has organised for a few people to have some space for practice as well. He's also allowing viewing rights to selected guests." Lane smiles as they all head out again.

On the way down deck they meet up with Brad standing at the rail enjoying the view while cuddling a girl on each side of him. His small group quickly joins them.


FIRST LESSON, THE PUNISHMENT STARTS
They arrive at the cabin Jase is in while the doctor is finishing off her preparations. Two of the Trainers are on hand, these are ex-Sailors who've been declared too old by the doctors but stayed on board working in other duties; which many do. There are also four of the older girls requested by Manny for Lane on Robert's behalf. Manny takes a moment to explain the deal in detail to the girls as they'd only been told to report here for duty. They have huge grins once they're told what the deal is. The doctor has finished preparing Jase and is explaining the system to the four girls who'll be supervising him; to make sure he isn't hurt and stays viable. Jase's eyes are filled with hate and fear as he's heard of The Table but had no idea what it involves, just it was seen as extremely degrading and painful. He now has a very intimate knowledge of most of what's involved with it and hates it.

The doctor says, "Now girls, it works like this. The drugs will ensure he has a constant erection; it won't go down, even when he orgasms. The drugs have a side effect that make his body extra sensitive - so sensitive sex is usually painful, but that's of no concern to us; and does explain why we don't use these drugs on regular clients. A catheter has been installed so he no longer needs to piss through his dick as it'll automatically drain into the lower cabinet and be dealt with, as will his bowel movements. The tube in his back will carry the measured doses of the drugs and nutrients to him. He'll need only three hours sleep in every twenty-four hours, that's set for the period 02.00 to 05.00 ship's time. Your main job is to monitor his health and the drug supplies, the readouts on the end of the table tells you all you need to know, just react when anything is in the yellow zone and call me if they go into amber; follow the instructions below the relevant monitor when they indicate something is needed. Your second task is to activate the ejaculation button that must be used no less than once an hour and no more frequent than once every five minutes. During the sleep cycle you'll place the catchment tube on his dick and run the ejaculation cycle every fifteen minutes or so. Use the catchment tube if you must run the ejaculation cycle and no one is riding him. The captured semen is to be placed in the storage container in the corner and will be used elsewhere. Feel free to make use of him when no one else is using him during his working hours, but others ALWAYS get priority. Do you all understand your orders?" All four nod, she continues, "Good, then you have your rosters, let's get to work." Three leave as they're not on duty at the moment. The fourth examines the monitors and motions the trainers to start their training.

One of the trainers, Olga, walks around the table as she addresses the girls jammed into the cabin - this is definitely squeezing room only and everyone is enjoying it, in many ways. She says, "You've all been given basic instruction on the riding position at the centres, but they don't teach much there as few men actually like it and it's rare in practice." She looks at Lane, who she knows well, and smiles while saying, "Although there are some men who do frequently use this position as they like the opportunities it offers to play with the girl's body. The reason for its lack of use is it places the girl in charge of the pace, she's in the position to decide how fast or how slow the sex will go; most men don't like this, but it's nice to be able to do it at times. When riding a man you must first make sure he's ready for action and is fully erect, suck on his cock if needed to ensure this." As she speaks she slowly runs her hands over Jase and is now lightly running her fingers up and down his dick; he's moaning with the pain of her touch.

She climbs on the table and straddles Jase's stomach as she says, "Never go to mount directly, always settle onto your knees first, get a comfortable position, paying particular attention to the placement of your knees and thighs. I find it best to first lay his dick along his belly and position myself so his dick is along my pussy slit with the dick's base at the entrance to my vagina." She slowly and carefully settles herself into the position described, squatting on Jase's dick. He tries to writhe but is so well secured he can't move. She continues, "After getting comfortably settled, you have two ways to effect entry, one is to lie along the man, rubbing your breasts against his body, most men do prefer this, and lean forward. His dick will rise up along your pussy and when at the right point you hold it still while you rock back onto it, impaling yourself on his dick." She puts her words into action and does as she said. "You can now commence fucking the man by rocking back and forth on his dick. Or you can sit more upright and go up and down, which is also the second way to mount him. The way you use will often be decided by the man, they'll have preferences, even if it's just for the moment. Rocking allows you to rub your breasts on his chest and is stimulating for you both, where up and down while upright allows him to reach up and play with your breasts, and allows either of you to play with your clit." She's busily demonstrating both actions as she speaks, to her obvious enjoyment while Jase doesn't enjoy it at all. She continues, "Another position is to lean back by placing your hands on the man's shins and lift your hips up and down. This doesn't give as much penetration, but does enable you to stimulate yourself better than the other two positions." There's a slight break in the talk while Olga has an orgasm in the middle of it. She says, "The man also has more access to your clit." The other trainer leans in to play with Olga's clit to demonstrate this as Jase's arms are secured to the table. "That's all the theory, the rest of the lesson is to just watch and practice, if allowed." She commences to really enjoy herself, fucking up and down on Jase's stiff dick. By her sixth orgasm most of the girls are so aroused by the show their panties are soaked.

The supervisor calls, "Time, get ready." 

Olga moves to a position over his dick and slams down hard for maximum penetration as she yells, "Now." The supervisor activates the ejaculation button. From the movement of his hips, all can tell Jase is filling Olga with his sperm as he groans with the pain of doing so. After a minute, Olga smiles and lifts off his dick. A few droplets of sperm are still on the tip of his erect dick. As she gets down, Marie, the other trainer, mounts him to give the demonstration again.

Lane says to the doctor (she'd waited around to watch if the first lessons go well), "Why don't you ask maintenance if it's possible to have some handles mounted on the sides of the table. They can sit up about 400 mm or 500 mm. The girls can use them to make getting up and down safer, also for balance while riding, and they'll help if the girls use them to pull down hard during the ejaculation phase; ensuring as deep a penetration as possible." The doctor smiles and nods her head as she makes a note in her pocket notebook. Lane turns to Minx, and says, "Care to try the lesson plan Minx?" She nods her head in agreement.

First Rides
They move to the bunk bed on the side and the girls all help to undress them, they hold on to their clothes. Nude, he climbs on the bed. Minx moves on the bed, straddles him, settles herself, and lays along his body. She leans in and kisses him as she rubs her breasts into his chest. Lifting herself she takes hold of his dick and moves it to her vaginal entrance. With a huge smile she slides back onto it. She's soon sliding back and forth, speeding up as she goes. She moves to an upright position, he reaches up with his right arm and fondles her breasts. She smiles down at him. She speeds up more. He drops his hand to her clit and rubs it, she heaves with an orgasm, he keeps rubbing as she has three more orgasms.

Olga had come over and is watching, as are most of the girls, she says, "Place your hands on his chest and sit a bit more upright. That's it, now run your hands over his chest." Minx follows her instructions.

Suddenly Lane says, "Damn you Olga. Quick Minx, jam down hard." She does as told and is rewarded by the feel of his orgasm filling her with his sperm. She stays in place until he finishes ejaculating, then lowers herself to his chest and kisses him. He runs his right arm up and down her spine as they kiss. Breaking the kiss, he says, "Manny, find my pants and give Olga a tip. She obviously did her training job well, too well. I wanted that to last a lot longer. The right hand pocket is for tips and has only 20 to 200 marks in it." All the newer girls are surprised about the tip for Olga; the older ones aren't as they know Lane. Grinning, Manny does as requested and the first coin she pulls out is a 100 marker, she flips it to Olga, who grins as she catches it.

Minx lifts off Lane and helps him off the bunk, as he clears the bunk Brad quickly climbs on and one of the girls with him mounts him. As Lane and Minx get dressed, Brad really enjoys the girl's actions as he fondles her breasts with one hand and rubs her clit with the other. She has five orgasms before he has his. 

As they get up and get dressed, Olga is on the phone ordering a 20 mark upgrade for the evening meal, due soon, for the three of them working the cabin. She's sharing the benefit of the tip from Lane. The meals are already upgraded due to Jase's situation - this will take the meal up to the top luxury class. 

Taking a hint from Lane's actions, Brad, once dressed, puts his hand into his pocket and pulls out some markers as tips, giving all four girls a 20 mark tip; the supervisor, both trainers, and the girl he had sex with. Lane smiles and nods his agreement; Brad's grin goes wider with the approval. He knows his father works hard to get Lane's approval, and he feels good having earned it for himself.

Grinning, Lane looks around the room, and says, "Must be time for the next class, so we best retire to our cabins and get some practice in." He turns to the trainers, saying, "Thank you ladies." All are grinning as they leave the cabin; a smaller group of new girls are nearby, waiting to have their lesson.

As they walk along the deck, Brad says, "Lane, I think I'll go back to my cabin for a while, so all the girls can have a practice while the lesson is fresh in their minds. I'll see you at dinner, third sitting isn't it?"

Smiling at him, Lane responds, "Yes, I've got the Captain's Table; see you there in about ninety minutes. Also, one more piece of advice. If you make sure the young lady has three or more orgasms before you have yours, you increase the chance of a pregnancy by about 60%, and that seems to also increase the chance of the child being male. And causing her to have more orgasms after sex increases the probability more. Everyone within earshot is surprised at this.

Brad responds, "Is that information backed by scientific proof?"

Lane replies, "Yes, it's from an old research study program from the mid to late twentieth century. But because of the age, many of today's scientists discount the quality of the research. The people who did it were tops in the field and most of their other research is still recognised as valid today. I came across it back at uni and I've applied it since, that's why the BCO is so pleased with me. Whenever they start to feel down, they pull out my file and read the stats as it gives them a big boost." They all laugh at the thought of a BCO officer smiling as they're so serious all the time that a standard joke group is about the impossibility of making a BCO officer smile.

Suddenly, Manny turns and looks at him, saying, "Lane, what are your stats? I know every short cruise I've been on with you has resulted in a pregnancy, all but one boys. And the other girls I know you had sex with all had babies, nearly all boys as well."

Smiling at her, Lane responds, "You know my stats, I once caught you talking to Marie about the latest Breeder stats sheet. You both had a long discussion about mine." Her eyes go very wide as she remembers that discussion and the stats they were talking about, she mouths a silent 'OH.'

Brad sees this and thinks there just may be something in what Lane's saying. He says, "OK Lane, I'll try your method for this cruise, and we can then compare it with my previous cruises' statistics." Lane nods his head as this will help provide some comparative stats for the BCOs to consider and think about in writing up advice for breeders.

"Let's get you started properly, come with us to my cabin and learn a bit more ancient lore on sex and sexual behaviour." Brad nods his head and they all head off for Lane's cabin, it'll be a bit crowded, but that won't be an issue with this group.


BRAD'S LESSON
They enter Lane's cabin and spread out on the chairs and beds. Lane looks around the cabin and selects one of the new girls - a brunette with small breasts and perky nipples; she's so short she snuggles under his chin. Placing a hand gently on the side of her face he softly strokes her face. She smiles at the soft sensuous caress. He says, "Manny, please show Brad how gentle to be by holding his hand to your face and stroking your face with it, you know how much it should feel like, and he can learn how much it should feel like to him." She does as told and Brad soon has a strange look as he feels how gentle and soft this feels to him as it sort of tickles his finger tips and fingers. Raising his other hand he duplicates the light pressure on the other side of her face, she smiles and softly moans - he's got it right. Lane says, "That's the amount of pressure to use most of the time you caress a lady. However, when you get to the breasts you start that lightly and will later apply just a little more pressure. You'll know when it's time." Manny reaches up and pulls Brad's hand down to her breast; he lightly caresses it until she applies a bit more pressure by holding her hand over his. He grins as he repeats with his other hand and she smiles at him for getting it correct. Reluctantly, Manny moves his hands to the face and breast of one of the girls in his group. The girl smiles at the gentle touch, she's never been touched like this before. Grinning, Brad gently caresses her body while taking frequent looks at Lane to see what he's doing. Copying Lane, he slowly undresses the girls and kisses her body all over. When Lane moves to a bed, he does too. The only difference between the two men is Lane is on his right side to keep pressure off his left shoulder. Brad copies Lane when he kisses his way down to the girl's pussy. As Brad reaches that point, Manny leans down and quietly gives him instructions on how to eat the girl's pussy. He soon rewarded by the girl having an orgasm. After she's had a few orgasms, Manny instructs Brad on how to slowly move up her body, she's doing this so Brad doesn't have to disrupt his pleasuring of the girl to check what's happening on the other bed. Manny is constantly checking both beds, as are all the other spectators. The new girls with Brad haven't seen anything like this before and are watching very closely. Following Manny's instructions, Brad is ready to enter the girl at the same time Lane is entering his partner. Very soon the cabin is ringing to the sounds of both girls having strong orgasms. A few minutes later both men orgasm, only a few seconds apart. Manny tells Brad how to gently bring the girl down from her sexual high. As Lane moves back from his happy partner, she draws his dick to her mouth to suck it clean as one of the girls lowers herself to her pussy to clean up there. Minx helps Manny by bringing one of Brad's girls to the bed and telling her how to clean up the girl's pussy while Manny tells the girl how to suck Brad's dick clean and ready for another partner.

Brad looks at how happy the girl is and smiles at having been able to make her smile like that. Turning, he softly caresses the face of another of his assigned girls. She smiles and leans towards his touch, following the same procedure as he just used, he soon has her undressed, on the bed and moaning in orgasm as he eats her pussy. On the other bed, Lane is similarly engaged in giving another of the girls her first full sexual encounter. It's not all that much longer before both girls are screaming their pleasure and soon after they're both grasping their men to them as their wombs are filled with the men's sperm. Minx and Manny are very busy training the girls in the post sex activities, all seem to be greatly enjoying Brad's training.

As he rises from the bed, Brad thanks the girl without being asked to by Lane. Standing beside the other bed, Lane smiles at this as it shows Brad's underlying good behaviour. He looks up to see Manny entering all four girls and their partners into the BCO records on the computer, he smiles at her and she grins back.

Lane says, "Brad, now that you have the basic concept of being polite at all times, being gentle when touching her, making sure she has a few orgasms before and after you have your orgasm, you only have to transfer that basic knowledge into the various other ways to have sex, and to explore all opportunities to have sex. You saw how it goes when being ridden, it's best to let the girl decide and tell her when you're about to orgasm, but be gentle in caressing her and make sure you do caress her." As he's speaking, Lane is gently playing with the arse of the girl standing nearest him, "Always look for an opportunity to gently caress your lady or ladies." Grinning, Brad reaches out and does the same with two girls near him. Nodding at the shower, Lane leads the way to it.

In the shower, Brad copies the way Lane moves around and gently caresses and feels up the girls while helping to wash them - a good time is being had by all. The blond that Lane took from behind earlier is talking to a girl she knows in Brad's group who hasn't had sex with him yet. They both giggle then nod their heads. They speak to two other girls who also giggle.

The four girls approach Brad and Lane. The first two turn the men around to face them and push them back against the shower wall. Lane can guess what's up and smiles. Brad has no idea what's going on but decides to let it ride and see what happens. Seeing Brad accept the girls' actions, Lane says, "Sometimes it's best to just let the girls have their own way. That can lead to some very interesting fun times." Brad nods agreement. The two girls taking charge turn around and move back to make contact with the men as the other two girls move to be in front of them, about a half pace in front of them. Brad is puzzled about what's happening while Lane is very sure he knows what's about to happen.

Reaching behind them, the first two take hold of the men's stiff dicks and pull them towards their vaginas. With the dicks at their vaginal entrances, the two girls start to lean forward as they kiss their way down the bodies of the girls in front of them. As they do this they very slowly, excruciatingly slowly, impale themselves on the two stiff dicks. Both Lane and Brad smile at the feel of the two tight and wet vaginas very slowly engulfing their dicks. When the two girls are bent over and eating pussy, Lane reaches forward and grabs his girl's hips as he starts to thrust in and out. Brad follows suit and greatly enjoys the feeling. With huge grins, Minx and Manny drop to the floor and slide under the girls. The two girls being fucked suddenly stop eating pussy as they scream in orgasms brought on by Minx and Manny sucking on their breasts while playing with their clits. Manny pulls another girl down to take over for her. Standing up, she moves around behind Lane and rubs herself against him as she slips a finger into his arse hole. This is a little trick he taught her years ago. In seconds her playing with his prostate gland has him filling his partner with sperm. She does the same to Brad for a similar result. As their dicks slide out of the girls, they turn to sit on the floor and four girls move into do the required dick and pussy cleaning. A short while later they're all dried and ready to dress.

Back in the main room, Manny says, "Girls, swim suits again. Brad, I think you should go and get dressed for swimming. We'll see you at the main pool after I take Lane back to the doctor." Both Brad and Lane look at her and he's about to protest when she says, "You hired me to ride herd on this gaggle of girls and to help keep you organised. Now don't get upset when I get you organised for your own safety and our pleasure." He closes his mouth and nods his agreement. Brad is thinking very hard when he leaves with his girls, after distributing some tips. He even tips Manny and Minx for their help, and is rewarded with a big smile and an approving nod from Lane.

The Doctor's
Manny leads the group to the Sick Bay and has the doctor check his shoulder out. The doctor gives her an odd look but does so. She can see he's used his arm a bit more than she wanted, but all's OK. She tells him so. Turning to Manny, he laughingly says, "Well mother, can we go to the pool now?" Everyone laughs as Manny nods.

As they get ready to leave, Manny asks, "Doc, is it alright if he has sex standing up, say  with the girl on a table or bent over in front of him?"

The doctor looks at him and Manny before replying, "Now I think I know why you brought him in. You really care about him, don't you?" Manny nods her head, "If you're going to supervise him this closely, I'll clear him to have sex anyway you approve as long as you ensure two things. One, his left shoulder is always higher than his chest during sex, unless flat on a bed with someone above him doing all the work. And two, that arm and shoulder has absolutely no weight or pressure or exertion put on it during any activity. OK, you'll see he obeys that?" Manny nods her head.

Grinning, Manny leads them out as she says, "Come on Sonny. Mumma knows best. What you need is to sit beside the pool with a pretty girl in your lap, her breast in your mouth, and a cool drink in her hand for you two to share between licks." Everyone laughs as Lane vigorously nods his head in agreement.

About ten minutes later they're all seated around the main pool again, with drinks and snacks to hand when Brad and his group arrives. Manny is just getting Lane settled into a cuddling lounger, that's a pool lounge built for two to share in an intimate way, when some of the girls not currently assigned or booked arrive. Recognising Sharla, one of his old favourites, in the group, Manny has her come over and sit in Lane's lap. Smiling at them she settles down on his lap. Manny immediately pulls Sharla's top off and pushes her breast into Lane's mouth, as she says, "Here suck, that'll make you both happy." Lane's girls all giggle as they remember the parting remark at the doctors, they soon pass it on to all near them. They all sit around for nearly an hour happily drinking and talking.

It's almost time to move off to get ready for dinner when Manny leans down to talk to Sharla. Grinning, she stands and removes her micro bikini bottoms while Manny pulls Lane's swimmers down. Lane's crowd gathers round to watch as Sharla slides herself down onto Lane and rides him hard. One of the other extras moves to Brad and smiles at him, he smiles back and gently caresses her pussy. With a huge grin, she quickly strips as he takes his trunks off and lies down. In seconds she mounts him as well. Within a minute of Sharla mounting Lane, over a dozen men in the immediate area are being ridden by the ladies with them - and everyone is greatly enjoying the impromptu orgy.

Several minutes later all the men have orgasms in their partners and clean up is under way as Manny ensures that all the couplings are entered into the computer through the steward's terminal near the pool. Some of the other men are very surprised about Brad and Lane's partners being eaten out after sex, and by those two men handing the girls tips for the sex. A couple of men who'd noticed how the staff treat Lane so well also notice how the girls smile after being tipped, and also tip their girls, giving them a bit of a surprise as they didn't tip them for earlier encounters. Being very practical, the girls smile and thank them for the tips as they carefully put them away while they snuggle in closer to the men. A few minutes later, many of them move off to get ready for dinner, the ones remaining had arrived at the pool after having eaten dinner during the first sitting. A quick trip to the cabin for a shower and a change, then down to the dining room for dinner.

Dinner
In many cruise ships they have different dining rooms for the different levels of guests, while some have combined dining rooms with sections for the different standards of meals for the guests. The Dream has one huge dining room and the guests are allowed to mix freely. As they arrive they pass their room key through a reader - one time for them and another for each of their guests, the stewards on door duty note the level and hand them the required number of menus for them and their guests - they'll all be charged to their cabin, each standard of passage has a different menu. Passengers may choose to upgrade for a meal or meals, but they must inform the Purser at least an hour before their meal sitting is due to be called. Each ticket includes the cost of the three meals a day for their level of cabin. This is handled as a credit in the ships books and charged against it when they have a meal. They can skip a meal and then upgrade for another couple without paying any extra. Like all cruise ships, the meals are served in three sittings - first, second, and third. Most people have a preference for which sitting they'll take. Those in first sitting have the biggest selection as nothing has yet run out and many argue this is best. Second sitting often has one or two favourite items run out due to heavy demand in the first sitting. By the time of third sitting, many items have run out and choices are cut down. Also, towards the end of third sitting is when staff wander in for their meals. Meal time choices are assigned by deck order, so those who pay for the higher decks get first shot at their sitting choices. Many lower deck people end up at third sitting as both previous sittings are already full. Lane prefers the third sitting as he doesn't have to be rushed out to make room for the next sitting, he can sit and take his time enjoying his meal. Also, he doesn't mind having the staff join him. Many regular third sitting diners enjoy talking to the staff as they take their time eating. The dining room can sit 45% of the total number of passengers and crew at any one sitting and booking are taken only for 40% of this number; this is to make room for passengers who wish their assigned girls join them for meals.

As they enter the dining room, Lane says to the door steward, "I believe Vance has booked the Captain's Table for me. I'm not sure yet how many guests I'll be having, just have everyone I let sit at the table have an A Deck Menu and charge the whole table to my room. The steward gulps and nods her head as she notes it all on her computer. The steward is a bit surprised as the majority of passengers only take the menu for themselves and have their guests get menus relevant to their own passage standard by using their own keys.

Juicy and Silver walk up as they all sit down - Lane and his fifteen girls, Brad and his five girls, Sharla and the other extra, Mandy. Lane waves for them to sit down. That leaves four vacant seats, he thinks they'll soon get filled.

Silver says, "Sorry we haven't caught up with you before now Lane, but we're on special duty for this week and we can't get a roster change effective until the day after tomorrow. Then we'll be along to find out what you want." He nods his head as he waves for them to order as Olga, Marie, and two other older girls arrive and look a question at him. He smiles at them as he waves at the vacant chairs. They all smile and sit down to enjoy a good meal and good company. A lot of the good choices on the menu are no longer available, but they all manage to get a nice meal they enjoy. An hour is allowed for each meal sitting and diners in the first two sittings are usually hurried by the staff. No one gets hurried during third sitting, all that happens is slow eaters get to watch the staff wander in and sit at the vacant tables around them as they have their meals. Another advantage of third setting is you can have extras from the unserved desserts or meals if you want - and for no extra charge. Most big eaters go for third sitting.

At one point during the meal, Lane asks to speak to the head chef. He knows the previous head chef retired but doesn't know who the replacement is and he wishes to ask for some special services. The head chef walks out wondering what's up, all he's been told by the steward with the message is an A deck guest wishes to speak with him, and he doesn't like being interrupted, but recognises he has a public relations role in his job.

He walks over to the table with a scowl on his face until he can see who's sitting at the head of the table. Grinning, he says, "Lane you old faker, since when did you start spending money to live on A deck?"

With a matching grin, he replies, "It's like this Morrie, I had to shift from D deck to A deck to save this cutie from a fate worse than death - three months assigned to Jase." He waves at Minx as he speaks.

Head Chef Morrie looks her over and responds, "Well justified my friend, well justified. Three months assigned to Jase, that should qualify as cruel and unusual torture. I left the Club because I was fed up with his constant complaints. Oh hell, your saying he's on board here. Damn, I thought I was rid of him." He now looks very upset.

Lane smiles as he says, "I wondered what got you out of the kitchen at the Club. I half expected them to just bulldozer the building over you when you died of old age in the kitchen as you seemed to be so set there. You don't have to worry about Jase. He was stupid enough to try a shooting match with me, hence my bandaged arm, and is now strapped to a Table."

Morrie's eyes go very wide, "Now that's going to get some very interesting responses from some horrible quarters when they learn about it. His group won't be happy, not at all. But it couldn't happen to a more deserving person. Well, what did you want other than to shoot the breeze?"

Lane responds, "For once I'm doing the Circle and I've booked the Captain's Table for third sitting at all meals. Now I'm on A deck and paying for that, but I do want to ensure I have a very good feed for each meal instead of just what's left, and I'm prepared to pay some extra for it. Knowing you're here, it makes what I want easier. You know my tastes and you know what I'm entitled to get for each meal. I want A plus plus meals from when you can first organise it. Assume I'm going to have thirty people for each meal in third setting, come up with a menu of three choices for each meal you know I'll like, and organise for that to be prepared for me. I'll sort out with my lot who gets what if anyone has an issue. If you can sort out now what's wanted in the way of extra food etc, Vance can order it to be loaded at the next port. I know you and trust you, please get this sorted for me as soon as you can."

Morrie smiles and says, "I'll be delighted to do that for you Lane. It'll give me a chance to show off some of the other dishes etc that I can do and the top brass here see as being a bit too fancy or costly for doing."

"Thanks, and if there's any trouble with anyone about this, just let me know and I'll smooth it out of the way. I'm not asking for anything I'm not entitled to as anyone requesting enough double plus meals is entitled to place a special order. The only thing that's a bit odd is that I'm leaving it up to you to work out the order." Everyone listening is a bit stunned at how much he's organising as special meals, this will cost Lane a fortune and he's not even batting an eye lid about it. A few of the girls notice that Brad isn't surprised at all, either, and wonder what he knows that they don't.

Brad speaks up, "Hell, don't anyone tell Mum that Morrie's on board, or she'll be booked in to any cabin she can get." Both Morrie and Lane laugh as they know how much Jaguar loves Morrie's cooking.

Lane says, "Just make sure that you take a doggy bag home when you disembark." He turns to Manny, "Please try and organise for a rotation of off duty people for the extra seats as I don't want too many people getting angry about the special service a few are getting by eating with us." She smiles as she nods her head, if they have the same few extras all the time it could cause an issue. By having her organise a rotation now, it'll reduce or eliminate any such concerns.

After thinking a bit, she replies, "No Lane, I think I'll organise a daily lottery amongst all the unassigned girls for each meal. If it's totally random, then everyone will be totally happy and not able to blame anyone." He nods his agreement as that's better than what he thought of. They sit and chat over their desserts and after dinner drinks.


EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
After a leisurely dinner, they all return to Lane's cabin as he wishes to continue with Brad's training. He's happy with the way things are going and has watched how Brad has started to act with good manners without checking what Lane was doing. He was very impressed when Brad noticed one of the girls had finished her glass of wine, he automatically reaches out to snag the bottle of wine and refill her glass; he hadn't seen Lane do this so it had to be his own good manners actually kicking in. He had polite words for everyone and was obviously enjoying the dinner conversation with the girls. As they near the cabin, Lane asks, "Brad, did you enjoy dinner tonight? More than your previous dinners on board, less, the same?"

"Funnily Lane, I found dinner tonight much more enjoyable than any other dinner on board, and it wasn't the food. Earlier today I finally figured out what really pissed you off with Jase and the rest of that set. Please note I said that set, as it's no longer my set. They treat the girls as nothing but toys and never as people. You, however, treat everyone as people until they prove themselves to be sub-human, the way Jase did. Since then I've been treating them as people, not quite the same as, but similar to how I'd treat mum and dad. More like how I treat their close friends when they call. I now realise that the girls are real people and have thoughts and ideas. Some may not have as good an education as I have, but that doesn't mean they're not as smart. I'm sure a few of these lovelies here are actually smarter than I am. They have to be as they didn't need to be taught that everyone is a person, while I did. Thanks for stopping me from messing up my life like Jase has."

"Brad, notice I didn't say sonny because you're old enough to be a man and I'm treating you as one, I think you now know why your mother stopped allowing Jase to visit her house when he was twelve, despite him being her nephew. You're finally maturing. Only one step to go. Having decided that I'm a better role model than Jase, you now have to decide how much of what I do you want to do, and then act in a similar manner, but a manner that's you and not a clone of me. Understand?"

"Yeah, I've figured that one out as well. With you taking the tab for all the meals at the table and planning on me eating all the meals with you, that means you're paying for my meals and those of my girls, right?" Lane nods. "So, I'm now sponging off you for meals. I know you'd never let that happen to you but would insist on paying your share. I also know you'd have a big argument with me if I insisted on paying. So I figure to differ from you and just accept being a sponge for meals. But I also expect you to stand aside and let me spend that ship credit on snacks and drinks when we order them. Right?" The last is more of a statement than a question. "Also, I think there will be some meals where I'll want to sit and eat with my girls at another table. I expect you to accept that as well." Lane nods approval at both statements.

With an ear to ear grin Lane replies, "A truly elegant and acceptable arrangement my friend. You can start by ordering some drinks and nibblers for this evening as we pass through the arcade area." Both grin as they continue to walk. The girls are also grinning as they realise that Lane's attitude and behaviour is spreading.

When they reach the shops, Brad walks into the Cabin Services shop and orders a selection of foods and drinks to be delivered to Lane's cabin and charged to his. He surprises Lane by asking Manny and Minx to chose the foods and drinks. They leave with a promise of it being delivered in twenty minutes, and a large grin on Lane's face.

When they reach the cabin, having taken their time walking there, they tidy up a bit and get undressed before spreading out around the cabin. A few minutes later there's a knock when Cabin Services arrive. The consumables are quickly distributed, with extra drinks going into the cabin fridge to keep cold for drinking later.

Sitting on a bed with Minx in his lap, Lane says, "Brad, I think you now realise that just because the ladies are here for us to get pregnant, doesn't mean you can't enjoy their presence for other activities like sitting around talking, eating, etc. However, don't be surprised if sometimes those activities turn into something more, like they did at the pool. I have a penchant for older entertainment movies, especially the romantic ones from the mid to late twentieth century, they made some good ones. I find that they often have an unexpected result on the ladies, much more so than some of the more explicit modern movies. I think it's because they're used to seeing the explicit modern movies it seems all blase to them while the romantic films hit their emotions below their usual radar. With luck, you'll see what I mean as we watch this movie. The important thing is to set yourself up to take advantage of the situation if it occurs." Brad smiles and nods as he makes sure Charlotte, one of his girls, is comfortable in his lap. Both men are sitting up in bed with a cute girl in their lap leaning against their chest while they gently fondle their breasts and caress their body. With a huge grin, Manny places the first movie that Lane bought on to play before settling down in a similar situation to Lane with one of the girls in her lap. Many of the girls have doubled up, four or six to a bed in the same way.

The first film is a romance with some lightly erotic love scenes where the central characters spend some time kissing and caressing each other for a few minutes before the scene cuts out. About two thirds of the way through the movie one of these scenes progresses to the central characters teasing each other with a long striptease to their underwear before the scene cuts. By the time the second character has their top undone, both Minx and Charlotte have mounted the men and riding them hard while the men play with their bodies. The others are having a hard time trying to decide if they should watch the live action or the movie. Manny smiles as she can see both Minx and Charlotte don't yet fully realise what they're doing - they got aroused by the movie and mounted the men as a way of dealing with their own arousal. She's watching them to see the look on their faces when they do realise exactly what they're doing. She has a very clear memory of the first time that happened with her, it surprised the hell out her at the time to realise she was busy fucking a man and didn't know exactly when she mounted him. She softly giggles when she sees Minx change her expression as Lane pulls her down onto his dick as he orgasms in her. Brad soon follows suit for a similar look of surprise on Charlotte's face. Manny quickly has four girls busy moving Minx and Charlotte to lie on the bed beside the men and do the clean up work.

When their dicks are ready again the girls sucking their dicks quickly mount them for a good ride as well. The sexual tension in the room is very high and all the ladies want a good fucking. Manny realises this and is taking charge to see most get satisfied.

Several minutes later the new partners push down hard as they orgasm while the men fill them with sperm. Manny enters all four liaisons in the computer while pointing at two more of the girls to get busy with the men. The movie is forgotten as everyone watches the live action on the beds. Manny indicates for some of the girls to pleasure each other, sighing, they do as instructed. As she enters these new liaisons in the computer, Manny thinks, 'That's the ninth or tenth time I've watched that movie with Lane, I wonder if I'll ever get to see it all the way through in one go and know how it ends?'

About two and a quarter hours after they returned to the cabin, Manny is directing the girls in helping the men into the shower. Ten of the girls have huge grins as they got to ride their assigned men tonight, all five of Brad's girls are well filled by him, while Lane did the same for Minx and four of the experienced girls. Lane had earlier told Manny he wants the girl's first times to be a bit more memorable than the tail end of an orgy, and she agrees with him, so she's only used experienced girls for the movie extra mounts.

After the showers and a bit of energy restoring drinking and eating while relaxing, Brad leaves with his group to go and get some sleep. Manny quickly arranges the cabin for the night. Many girls giggle when Manny has Lane lie down with a girl on each side of him and one of the virgins lying on him with her head on his right shoulder. She instructs the girl, "If you feel anything prodding you during the night, just place it where it belongs and wait until he tells you to start riding him. However, if it's still stiff at dawn, go for your life." The girls all giggle at that. They're all soon asleep

About three hours later, Lane wakes up to the nice feel of Cecily slowly sliding her wet pussy down his stiff dick. Once he's fully in she sighs and settle back down on his chest and they both go back to sleep. Sometime later he's woken up by the gentle movement of her nipples sliding across his chest as she rocks on his dick. He glances at the cabin and the very first rays of light are just visible. Using his right arm he pulls her to him for a kiss. Breaking the kiss, he tells her to go at her own pace. Very soon she's moving much faster and really enjoying herself in the process. She sits up more and leans back to try the different angles. As she leans back over his knees, he reaches forward and plays with her clit. She starts to hump much faster. Seeing the other two girls are watching the action, Lane whispers to them and they both sit up to suck hard on Cecily's breasts. She gurgles and has a large orgasm. Leaning forward she starts to collapse onto his chest as one of the girls tickles his balls. He thrusts up hard as he orgasms and fills her with sperm. Smiling, the four of them go back to sleep with Lane still in Cecily.


TUESDAY MORNING PROPER
A few hours later and the alarm clock goes off to wake them all up. Lane has it set to give him plenty of time to get ready for breakfast. As Cecily gets off him, Lane has Manny update the computer before they all go in for a shower.

After a few minutes in the shower, Lane has the six experienced girls line up and face the wall. Following his orders they step back a pace from the wall, spread their legs wide and lean against the wall. They're all standing there nude in the showers in the classic positions for the police to check them for weapons. Lane walks along the line playing with their arses before he has three of the girls stand between each pair of girls and play with their pussies. Soon all six girls are very aroused and squirming, but the position doesn't allow them much room to safely move about. Starting at one end, he walks along the line and feels how wet and ready the girls are. Everyone is enjoying this little game, even if no one but Manny and Lane know where it's headed. The girls are told to stop playing with pussies and to get on the floor to eat pussy and three more are directed in to eat pussy. Very soon all six girls are having a hard time staying upright as they have a few orgasms.

Moving up behind the left hand girl, Lane quickly enters her and starts thrusting hard and fast as Manny stands beside him. The girl has a few more orgasms and starts to collapse. Manny orders the girl eating her to hold her up as she shoves a finger into Lane's arse. He thrusts hard as he pulls the girl to him with his right hand and fills her with sperm. He withdraws and the girl is lowered to the floor to be cleaned up by the girl who held her up while Minx kneels to suck Lane clean and ready again. A moment later he's ready for the next girl. After a ninety minute shower everyone is dressed, six more liaisons are entered into the computer and six girls are being supported as they all slowly make their way to breakfast.

They meet Brad at the dining room and all the free girls are waiting to see who gets to join them for breakfast as the six guests from last night have already passed the word. The girls all put their id discs into a bowl and one of the door stewards pulls out six discs at random. They join Lane for breakfast and the rest retrieve their discs as they hope for better luck next time.

Lane is pleasantly surprised to find that Morrie has already started his new meal menus for Lane and they sit down to special menus. As the meals are wheeled out on trolleys, the diners quickly sort out who's having which selection and the high protein breakfasts are soon distributed. Everyone enjoys a delicious meal. Many of the other diners see that they're having something very nice that's not on the menu and ask what's happening. They're surprised when they're told that the person at the head of that table is having A plus plus meals for all his guests and that's their special menu choices. A few decide to keep an eye on how much the meals differ as they think about doing the same.

After breakfast they return to the cabin to get changed and Lane sends everyone down to the pool while he goes to the video conference facility to do a bit of business. Most bookings are for the afternoon so he has no trouble getting straight in. His first call is to the WCL headquarters to apprise his secretary, Belinda, of what he's doing and have them work out a schedule of conferences needed for the proper operation of the business and then book them with Vance. Belinda is also to establish a procedure with Vance for urgent calls and conferences, he trusts her so he leaves it up to her to organise things for all his office staff and all his business operations. Next is a call to his lawyer, Simon Peterson, and to have him commence organising some  planned constructions for his large estate. Both these calls take only a few minutes each. The long one is to his Regional Coordinator, Jerry Bannister. True to form, Jerry's secretary Gina wants to make Lane wait, just to show how more important she and Jerry are. When she tells Lane he'll have to hold for several minutes, Lane responds, "Gina, I'm on board ship and you can contact me back on Dream Princess. Now either I'm talking to Jerry in thirty seconds or I'm hanging up. If he doesn't call me back within five minutes I'm unavailable for two days and there'll be no coordination or any input from his office on my new construction. Your call." Twenty seconds later he's talking to Jerry.

Laughing, Jerry says, "Morning Lane, what did you do to Gina, she's all a dither?"

Lane says, "I'm not sorry Jerry, but this is a satellite conference call and I wasn't prepared to put up with her 'You have to wait bullshit.' So I gave her thirty seconds to get you or you wear the tab for the call or you get cut out of the loop on my new construction. I guess she didn't want to wear the blame for either." Jerry laughs as he's had a constant problem with her inflated sense of his importance and he can't get her to change. As she's a government employee he can't just sack her or anything. Lane continues, "Simon is starting some major construction on my estate, all that area along the major road, that space you keep wanting to take for community use. Well it's now about to be built on as per the plans I drew up many years ago. What's being built is an emergency medical centre and regional clinic, training centres, and some housing for the workers of those. He's also building some accommodation units attached to my house, one hundred rooms capable of sleeping ten people each and suitable support facilities for them. I thought you may want to coordinate with him to ensure that the final plans for the centres incorporate everything that you want as well, especially as we'll be raiding a lot of your funds for it as well. I'm putting up the property on a ninety-nine year acorn lease and a quarter of the construction cost. The World Council will put up fifty percent of the construction cost. So we need another twenty-five percent from you and you need to add the operating costs into your annual budget. There'll also be some income to go with it, but not sure what that'll be yet."

Stunned, Jerry responds, "Hell, sounds like you're setting up your own harem and training centre. That's not going to be cheap. I'll get right on top of it with Simon and work closely with him. Thanks for letting me know at the start. It's a good thing I already have a lot of marks stashed aside for a good clinic and local training centre. So this is why you kept fighting me on sequestering that land. I should've known you had something like this in mind all along. Anyway, the local builders will love the work as they've nothing on until the next full budget is out in six months. This'll save them laying people off."

A few more pleasantries are exchanged and they sign off. Total time in conference is twenty-eight minutes for all three calls. Smiling at getting everything sorted, Lane heads off to the pool.

Once down at the pool, Lane settles down to have a good day with Brad and the girls. The morning passes pleasantly with Manny having to enter several liaisons into the computer. They go for a shower before going to lunch. At lunch, so many people are impressed with what Lane is getting for his meals they ask to be added to the special menu. Morrie is pleasantly surprised to find that he now has to do seventy-five special Class A plus plus meals as per his menus for Lane. The senior officer in charge of catering is also very impressed with Morrie for being responsible for the upgrades.

After lunch is the general medical checks for all of Lane's group that he asked Manny to organise yesterday. Brad's group are also checked at the same time. The doctor gets all the reports together and then asks to speak to them as a group.

Standing in front of Lane's group she says, "I have some good news and some bad news. The bad news is that most of you will have to give up being on personal assignment. You'll be sent ashore at our next port of call as you're pregnant and will be off to a pre-natal clinic." She points to two of the new girls, saying, "You two aren't pregnant." Points to another of the new girls, "The technician isn't sure, but we think you're pregnant. We'll be sure tomorrow when you come back for another test. The rest of you are expecting boys except Minx, she's having a girl." Turning to Brad's group she points to two, saying, "Boys for you two." Points at another two, "And girls for you. All within twenty-four hours of boarding ship, you've set a new ship record for the highest number of pregnancies by one group in the first week, and we've still most of it to go." She turns to Manny, "And you Manny, you've got me in a lot of trouble. How dare you get pregnant with a boy after I say you're too old." Lane enjoys the expressions that cross Manny's face, concern, surprise, elation - all within a few seconds.

For once in his life Lane forgets himself and says, "Boy am I glad I overruled the board and directly authorised the expenditure for the EFT9s. Otherwise we wouldn't have this good news for several more days." Everyone except Brad and Manny is staring at him.

The doctor quietly says, "Directly authorised the expenditure. What do you do?"

Gulping, Lane looks around the room, "Oh hell. I didn't mean to say that aloud. OK, what do I do. I own and run a nice cruise ship line. Now that you all know that, you can forget it. Except when I come in here wanting some medical service out of turn." They're all very open mouthed about this revelation as they nods their heads. "Doctor, can you please annotate the files for these girls that I wish them to be on permanent personal assignment to me after they give birth. I'm setting up a personal harem with these girls and even having a clinic built on my estate to see to their care. It'll be on the edge and also service the local community. If the clinic and training centre is ready in time, I'd like to have them transferred there prior to birth." The doctor nods and makes notes on her files as the girls all stare at him. Permanent personal assignment means a very easy lifestyle for them. Suddenly Lane is almost buried as they all go for a massive group hug on him at once.

Laughing, the doctor yells out, "Watch his shoulder girls, watch that shoulder."

As they leave the Sick Bay, Brad says, "Four in twenty-four hours. Lane, I'm usually lucky to manage four in a week. It seems your methods do work better."

Lane replies, "Let's wait until we have some really good stats for the same period as you normally cruise before we go shake up the BCO and cause them to have a major medical problem as they break out in spontaneous smiles." They all laugh. "Manny, it looks like we need to move the third string up the line. Please organise for them to join us tomorrow at breakfast and organise an extra table near us for meals as part of my deal with Morrie. Until the girls leave the ship I want all my assigned girls to join me for meals. So that means more places for the pregnant girls that must cut their assignment short. In the meantime, we have a couple of ladies to get pregnant." Smiling, they all move off to their  cabins.

The rest of the day and night is spent celebrating the good news. Wednesday morning the Captain's Table is 'L' shaped and sits fifty people, twenty of them happily pregnant, and nineteen new girls with Juicy and Silver to keep them organised. Friday morning and the Captain's table is 'U' shaped with Lane and Brad in the centre and sitting seventy people with forty happily pregnant girls, one of them is an old friend of Manny's who's pregnant to Jase. The pregnancy was confirmed Thursday afternoon and Lane enjoyed telling Robert. 

At Sunday breakfast they have ninety people at the Captain's Table and sixty-nine of them are pregnant. Sixteen to Brad,  forty-six to Lane (Sharla turned up pregnant as well), and seven to Jase. The ship's BCO is very happy, a hundred and twenty-three pregnancies in the first week, that's a new record for any ship. Of those forty-three of Lane's are male, twelve of Brad's are male, two of Jase's are male, and another eleven males to other passengers; making sixty-eight males and fifty-five females, all fertile according to the testers. That's the highest male/female ratio they've ever seen in one week.

The ship docks mid morning Sunday and the departing girls are given a nice farewell. Lane and Brad take their entourages for a afternoon visit to some of the tourist highlights of the city. 

Monday morning sees Lane, Brad, Juicy, and Silver near the boarding ports as the new girls come aboard. Vance had organised for two hundred new girls, but only one hundred and forty were able to reach the port in time. Ninety-five of the girls are straight from the centres. The four discuss each of the girls as they board and they select eighty of the new girls and ten of the more experienced girls to be immediately tagged for them for the next week. As they make the selections, Silver enters the girls' numbers into the computer that was issued special to her just for this. All their selections are in and registered before the girls even get on the regular show walk. 

When they arrive at their bunk assignments they're surprised to find themselves on full assignment already. Some of the other girls let them in on the deal with Lane and Brad, so all the Ambers immediately register approvals for Lane and Brad.

Afterwards
The next few weeks are just like any nice holiday cruise with relaxation and fun for all. Twice a week Lane spends a couple of hours in the morning in the conference managing his businesses. The time passes joyfully for all. And medicals are now every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday afternoon. 

At the end of the first sector, Brad compares his stats for this four weeks with his previous cruises of four weeks duration. His previous averages are fifty-two pregnancies with five males; only six of the girls and one of the males were infertile. This four week's stats are eighty-four pregnancies, all fertile and sixty two of them male. He won't need to take an extra cruise this period.

Lane's stats for the four weeks are two hundred and fifteen pregnancies, all fertile and only twelve females in the group.

The ship's BCO is very surprised when a detailed report of Lane's training of Brad is provided to her with all these stats and the changes in behaviour taken by Brad. This isn't scientific enough for most scientists, but it's good enough empirical evidence for the BCO Headquarters to authorise and start a much more detailed research project into the matter. They gear up to organise for some breeders to be trained by Lane and Brad and see how it goes.

Each week is very much a repeat of the first week as regards meals and pregnancies. Lane apologises to Juicy and Silver but doesn't have sex with them as they're more important to him as organisers. He's now sorry that he got Manny pregnant while she was still on board, but these two just manage to make up for her organisationally. The boarding day process is repeated on each boarding day so they can pick the cream of the crop. Of the nearly three hundred girls they got pregnant this sector, two hundred and fifty are tagged to go to be assigned to Lane permanently after their children are born.


APPENDIX

Ship Statistics
The Dream Princes is 350 metres long, 45 metres wide, 75 metres high from keel to sail top with a draught of 10 metres and displaces about 50,000 tonnes. She's lighter than similar vessels of the 20th century as she's made mostly out of alloys and composites.Maximum speed is 30 knots but normally cruises around 16 knots to 20 knots from four electric motors in externally attached sealed pods; two are fixed and two may be turned to assist with steering control.. The electric power source is from solar panels and wind operated circular sails with turbines attached at the bottom. An auxiliary bio diesel generator is also installed as a back up. Either system is able to provide 130% of the total power usage of the ship.

Total compliment of passengers and crew is 5,600. A ship's crew of 400, a maximum of 1,000 passengers, and 4,100 sailor girls.

The design is based on that of the early 21st century cruise ship Queen Mary 2. A lot of technology and skills were lost during the disorders, but are now on the way to be rebuilt. To save time with the building of cruise ships, since ship designers weren't too common, the plans for the cruise ships of the late 20th century and the early 21 st century were taken out of archives and amended to suit modern construction methods and materials.

Cruise Itinerary
WCL is based in Brisbane Australia and operates from there. Each new cruise circuit starts from Brisbane, but passengers may book to board at any port and leave at any port. Most passengers book to board and disembark at the Sector ports, every fourth port of call after leaving Brisbane. The itinerary is planned so that the ship arrives in a port between breakfast and lunch on a Sunday and departs mid to late afternoon on the Monday; ships speed is regulated to adhere to this schedule. This allows passengers two half days in any port if they wish to explore it. The idea of the trip isn't to spend a lot of time in ports but to spend a lot of time on the ocean as the passengers wish to get away from the cities for their holidays; so the ship does tend to wander about quite a bit instead of taking a straight line circuit around the world. The itinerary is set out in ports of call for each Sector and starts at Brisbane, so Auckland is the first port of call after boarding in Brisbane and Melbourne is the end of the first Sector or four weeks of cruise. After the Disorders many ports that weren't previously used much became more important due to problems at some previously more used ports causing damage to their facilities. Some of the ports of call are included so the passengers can visit places they normally wouldn't get to, such as Heard Island and Easter Island.

Auckland - Sydney - Wellington - Melbourne
Perth - Singapore - Chittagong - Mumbai
Djibouti - Heard Island - Port Louise - Durban
Libreville - Dakar - Lisbon - Naples
Horta - Tripoli - Odessa -Alexandria
Marseilles - Bordeaux - Stockholm - Galway
Reykjavik - St Johns - Philadelphia - New Orleans
Georgetown - Salvador - Stanley - Rio de Janero
Port of Spain - Miami - Guayaquil - Easter Island
Lima - Acapulco - San Francisco - Vancouver
Honolulu - Noumea - Guam - Tokyo
Vladivostok - Shanghai - Hong Kong - Brunei
Manila - Port Moresby - Suva - Brisbane

